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IT'S SAD BUT TRUE
The Roy Ball Team got a real
trouncing last Sunday afternoon
when they went to Mount Dora
.to clean up on that team, and
when the final, gong sounded, the
score read 8 to 2 with Roy hanging on to the 2 end of the score.
The Roy team will soon have
to realize the fact that she cannot pick up a team of unpracti-ce- d

players, and players that have not played together this season and then run up against real
ball teams and not expect to go
down in defeat. This is just what
he did last Sunday, minus
Justice and White, three
good players, she substituted
other players, good players too,
but they had not practiced with
the team and the consequences
were the team went down to defeat.
The peculiarity of Sunday's
.game was that each team got
eight hits but the Mt. Dora team
bunched their hits much better
than Roy and they helped to tell
the terrible tale. And too a number of very costly errors were ma
Mc-Carg-

o,

de by several Roy players which
reading so
one sided.
Young Berry pitched for Roy
and he pitched fine ball.; Williams was behind the bat and also
did good work but the support
given them both from the infield
and outfield was punk.
The Roy team made the long
trip in three cars. and did not arrive at Mt. Dora until 1 o'clock
and all were tired from the long
ride. They reported the roads
rough all the way except the
part on the Clayton-SpringHighway. The Mt. Dora people
treated the boys fine and the
team of that place is composed
of a good bunch of fellows, our
boys had nothing but words of
praise to offer them for the dandy way they were treated while
in the town. They have a strong
team and the support given their
battery was nearly perfect.
In a few weeks the Mt. Dora
team will come to Roy for a return game and our boys expect
to make the story different then.
On next Sunday afternoon the
County Seat boys will come and
cross bats with the local team..
This will be the first game they
have played together this season
and we expect to see a good game of ball. The admission will be
25 cents for Sunday's game. Everybody come out and lets give
the teams a real welcome and
show them that we appreciate

added to the score

er

the fact that they are trying to
give us real sport.

Mrs S. N. Page of Wayneville,
mother of Mrs J.W. Nowlin,
is spending a few weeks on the
mesa visiting her daughter and
family. Mrs Nowlin had not seen
Mo.

18 years until her
arrival here Sunday.

her mother for

A fine meeting is in progress
School house this
week and much good work is
heing done. There will also be
all day services Sunday August
20th, and every is invited to come.

at the Liberty

ROBERTS & OLVER CO.
CHANGES MANAGERSHIP

Shelby Strickland who has been
manager of the Roberts & Olver
Lumber Co., for the past few
years at this place has resigned
his position with this company
and J. K. Drennon of Amarillo
has been appointed manager at
M j
this place.
Mr. Drennon comes to this place well recommended and is a
man with considerable business
experience and will no doubt malte a good manager for the Company's large business. Mr. Drennon has already brought his family here consisting of a wife
and a bright son and daughter
and we are glad to welcome them
as citizens of our little town.
Mr. Strickland is changing locations so that he can go into
business for himself and will
probably locate at Las Vegas,
but just what business he will
enter he has not yet decided
on at present. We are sorry to
lose Mr and Mrs Strickland as
residents of our city, but we wish
them Godspeed where ever they
may decide to locate.

FRANK L. SCHULTZ
ANNOUNCES FOtt TREASURER AND COLLECTOR

Another Strike Possibility

Editors are like many other
peopie, that is they want to change their work occasionaly and
DON'T WORRV 'BOUT
GOV- yffi&ffl
UcHOOtl
V
'
their position too,
sometimes,
8
J
;
BACK TO SCHOOL. EDDIE!
fífíW
TeHÉ
and Frank L. Schultz editor of
1 (h
If? QUITE A WHILE YEf- - V
Jfcf
this paper is one of the editors
SOMETHiN' MIGHT HAPPEN !
desires a change so he is
that
"
Q V
announcing
this week fcr the
TEACHER'Lt
TH
AVAVBE
VA
!&
candidacy on the Republican ti-STRIKE!
A
cket for the office of County
Treasurer and Collector of Hardin County, subject however to
the action of the Republican
Convention.
Yes, Mr Schultz is a Republican, has been one all his life and
has been a worker in the party
ever since he came to New Mexico many years ago. He has aided
his party financially each campaign and has never asked for an
office of any kind since coming
here and he feels that his long
service to the Republican party
entitles him to some recognition
from their hands this fall.
Born in Illinois, in the big city on the lake some thirty years
ago, Mr. Schultz was active in
politics while located there and
in 1920 he was named as Com
missioner from the eastern district of Mora County by the Re'fi
publican Party, with out his knowledge, for he was not even a
candidate and was not at the
convention. However at that time his business at Roy with the
GOES AFTER LOAD
Everybody is invited to theBIRTHDAY SUItPEISE
URCHASES MEAT MARKE" Spanish American was so heavy
FORD TRUCKS ball game Sunday afternoon. Roy
he did not have time to make
F. S. Brown, who until recen- the campaign and knowing that
(vs Mosquero on the Roy diamond
Tuesday being Mrs Ernest
'
J. 0. Baker of the Roy Garage
Leátherman's twenty third bir- tly has operated the meat mar- he could not do the party justice
'
k thday, a number of her relatives ket at the S. E. Paxton Grocery by not making the campaign, he
accompanied by West Beabout,
Prof. Potts who has been
Seidel, Nathán Beabout nding a business meeting of the irranged a surprise for her. She Company store, this week dispo- withdrew from the race, even in
and O. J. Bradley went to Denver Vocational teachers of the state had gone out driving with her sed of his business and fixtures the face of the fact that he was
Sunday morning after five Ford at Santa Fe, returned home Sun- - husband in the evening and when to Leland Longley of this place. practically sure of election.
Trucks which the firm of Baker day.
she returned about dark she The shop has been closed for the
Mr.' Schultz comes from a
and Scheier had sold to custome- found the house full of people past few days while several cha- good family, is well educated and
Mr, fitted is every way to handle the
rs. The freight from Denver was
Foreman Russel has a crew of and a fine supper awaiting her. nges have been made, but
so high that the Garage decided men at work this week repairing All present did all they expected Longley, announces it will reopen important office which he seeks.
it was much cheaper to drive the depot. A new platform is bei- to the supper and after it was or business on Saturday, August Like most of the other candida- them down than to have them lo ng built, a new foundation placed over an hour or so was enjoyed 19. with a complete line of fresh la he is married, has a fine wi- cated in. Messrs Baker and Sche- under the depot and several
in conversation after which all and smoked meats. Mr Longley fe and two dandy little daugh.
ier, local agents for the Ford Co.,
improvements are being ma- went to their homes wishing her neeas no lmroaucuuirau me yu- ters; He wants the office and is
many more and pleasant birth- blic of Roy, as he has been
are selling a number of cars and de.
the ra?,e frnm this fart
report several more prospective
days. Yes, both editors of the ployed as meat cutter at this lallU not from the reaaon that
purchasers.
to try fori
friends arg urging
Mr and Mrs. H. E, Bruce $f S. A. enjoyed, a good meal. - stand since the shop was opened
" " the nomination, hini
by Mr. Brown.
altho he has
Marquette, Kansas are visiting
been promised support from all
B. F. Billings of Wichita, Kas, Mr. F. A. Bruce and family of
Carl Faubian the hustling mer
John Coffeen was a business parts of the county and will have
is a new reader of the S. A. this east of town. Mr Bruce is an old chant of Rosebud is a new reader
week. This makes about a dozen Newspaper man and has just re- of the S. A. this week. We knew visitor in Santa Fe several days many instructed delegates when
the convention meets to name
new subs the past week. The mo- cently sold his paper plant in he could not run a store without last week.
the candidates this fall.
re the merrier and we'll soon Kansas. The S. A. acknowledges our paper, and he just found it
Mr. Schultz came to New Mexa friendly call from him.
out.
Mayor Gibbs and Trustee Strreach that 12Ó0 mark.
ong are down near San Jon this ico in 1911 and has been in busiCounty Agricultural Agent week looking at some tanKs wm- - ness in Roy since that time. For
The heavy rain of last week
R. L. Grossaint is a new canR.
L. Strong of Mosquero was in ch they expect to purchase ior several years he was in the real
didate for sheriff on the Demo- left a number of bad places in
town
parts
of
roads
on
several days this week loo- - the village to be erected on to estate and loan business and two
different
the
cratic ticket this week. Be sure
years ago he purchased one-h- lí
and read his announcement in the mesa. More than one fliver kmg over this portion of the wers so that the village will ha
in the Spanish Ameriinterest
county
outlining
and
some useful ve greater storage capacity. The
this DaDer. We will tell vou all and a few other cars have
can Printing Co., (Publishers of
mudholes
in
resting
work
hours
will
he
in
few
sPent
start
a
that
about Mr. Grossaint in a few
Village dads expect to erect two the Spanish American) and has
days. He comes from the east--. while their owners puffed and diys. Mr. Strong is a hustler and
been editor of this paper since '
side of the county and is a hust- - tugged trying to extricate their will be a real benefit to the far- or three more storage tanks for
that time, having full chare of
mers of the mesa.
said car.
the town in the near future.
ler.
the responsibility of the paper
and we are leaving it to the readers to say whether he has made
a success or failure, anyway he
has doubled the subscription in
two years.
The placing of Mr. Schultz on
the Republican ticket will add
strength to the party in Harding
County and his nomination will
practically mean his election. We
are sure any support given him
will be greatly appreciated not
only by him but by his many
small article in a hur.
friends in the county.
A FRIEND
and didn't have time to
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NEW STANDARD

ROLLER BEARING

WINDMILLS Have you ever
wanted

mlBWf

Son

Hyatt Roller Bearings
Ball Bearing Turntable
Ring Oiling Pitman
Self Tightening Wheel
,

If7
SELF OILING

LIGHT RUNNING

go to the store and get
Well do not let

it?

that worry

just call for what you want
and tell us to send it by
you,

NOISELESS

Hyatt Equipped Windmills Never Squeak Nor Bind

Standardize on the Standard
IT

Messenger Service
we will get

it to you in a hurry.

BRINGS WATER EVERY TIME THE WHEEL TURNS AROUND

9 ft, 10 ft, 12

Made in All Sizes
14 ft-- 16 ft, 18

fiu,

ft,

20

ft,

22

ft.

DO NOT FORCET YOUR TICKETS

Floersheim Mercantile Company

The Liberty S. S. is planning
to hold their S. S. and Church
services in the canyon next Sunday.
B. P. BILLINGS FLIES
INTO TOWN
B F. Billings, an aviator from
Wichita, Kansas flew into town
Tuesday evening and is spending
a few days visiting friends. Mr
Billings was in Roy with a machi
ne last year taking local enthu
siasts joy riding. He tells us that
he will be in Roy for the good
roads convention and will make
aerial trips for those who wish
to fly up in the clouds and will
also do aerial stunts for the visitors during the convention on
September 25th and 26th. He is
an expert aviator and has never
had a mishap during his several
years of flying. Mr. Billings made the trip from Elkhart, Kans,
where he is located for a few
weeks, to Roy by the way of
Texiine in a little over 2 hours.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

CROPS

BIG MUSKEG
VICTOR

STEWART

KIDD COMPART

curve.

Actually and unconsciously he was
seeking to Interpret the natural convulsion which had, In time Immeasur
ably remote, cloven the ridge of the
land and set the swamp seeping into
the fissure.
If he could read the meaning of that
convulsion, understand the mind and
mood of the great Architect, he could
see, as If clairvoyantly, Just where the
Muskeg lay thinnest on the roots of
the hills, where ballast would appear
the soonest above the sucking swamp.
But he could read nothing.
Joe Bostock wrinkled his eyes

Nature Is not a genial old dame,
nature writers and poets to the
contrary notwithstanding. Go at
her with a club and she will give
freely. But she always watches (or
a chance to get even. Beg of her
and she is cruel as the grave. She
pardons no mistakes, and always
she resents man's Intrusion Into
her wild places.
Muskeg Is North American Indian for a marsh, swamp, tussocky
bog. It's generally a bad place for
travel.
This Big Muskeg was
crossed here and there by trails,
but was never stable, contained a
river of ooze and had unsounded
depths. Nature had apparently
stuck It right there to stop the
Extension from going farther.
So around the Big Muskeg revolves a thrilling story of Canadian
railroad building a fight against
the hostile forces of nature. Extremely Interesting are the side
lights on the life of the North.
Best of all there's a fascinating
story of the loves and passions of
the strong men and women who
are conquering the wilderness.
Victor Rousseau knows life from
experience. He has been a student
In England, a fighter in South Africa, a newspaper man In the United States. He Is the author of
many novels and his public Is large.

against the sunlight
"That's what I was thinking, Wilton," he said. "But It's got to be done.
Somebody'll build It some day if the
Mlssatibi doesn't"
That was the nearest speech to despair that Joe, Invincible, exuberant
optimist that he was, had ever made.
Weeks, months of resurvey must ensue, with work halted, and the Mlssa-tlbl'- s
precarious capital diminishing to
vanishing point, while the story of the
great blunder percolated through the
lobbies of the provincial legislature,

MIs-sati- bl

filled

with bland, Jeering,
men to whom one day's tramp

such as , their laborers performed
would mean apoplexy.
CHAPTER I.
Their faces haunted Wilton. He remembered half a dozen whom he had
A Bolt From the Blue.
approached when the Mlssatibi scheme
Eighteen below; fair weather for was first bruited abroad. There was,
December la New Manitoba, where the In particular, Tom Bowyer, of the New
forest, though It chills the soil till Northern line, his many Interests enmidsummer, yet shuts out the razor-edg- e trenched behind the bulwarks of poof the winds that make the prai- litical influence. Joe Bostock had suggested an amalgamation In the belief
ries, farther south, an icy inferno.
Here the bush, which had seemed that Tom Bowyer could wreck the bill
to stretch out inimitably, thinned into in the legislature. But Tom had
laughed In Joe's face, and had not
bedraggled patches among the
rocks. A little farther and even opposed the measure.
"Go ahead with your muskrat line,
It began once more; the break was like
great, curving arm thrust into the Joe!" he had said. "I won't hinder
heart of it, as if some giant fingers you."
The surveyors who made the prehad plucked up the trees in handsful
and scooped the foundation from the liminary reconnolssance had shirked
frozen soil, and then had been with- their work and- lied. Wilton suspectdrawn, leaving the Imprints of the ed that most of them had been in Bow- -

great finger-tipThese finger-tip-s

were huge sinkholes, sometimes filled with water, so
that they formed clear lakes; more
often sodden sponges of decayed vegetable matter, oozy, treacherous and
were the
unstable. The finger-line- s
circular ridges marking the subsidence
of the mud. The thumb was Big Muskeg, which the two men who stood on
the top of the humpbacked ridge
fnulri Rpa pvtprwlp1 hpnpnth thpm.
Big Muskeg, at this point less than
half a mile across, was everywhere of
unsounded depth. It curved and wound,
a river of ooze, now broadening into'
chains of lakes, now narrowing Into
gullies; here and there crossed by
trails, but never stable, nowhere offering firm foundation for the permanent way of the Mlssatibi railroad.
The Mlssatibi was a branch Une,
feeding the new road that was push-

ing northward toward the ports-to-bon Hudson bay. It linked with It at
Clayton, whence It was being extended
eastward Into a virgin wilderness.
Even In the days when half a dozen
companies were pegging out ways for
lines that were to divert the wheat
north, Joe Bostock's line had been the
Joke of legislatures and financiers.
Those other lines that were being
built into Clayton passed through the
wheat-land- s
; Joe's line ran east out of
Clayton Into a wilderness. Joe Bostock
had secured his capital, but he had no
competitors,
And slowly Mlssatibi, with Its small
shareholders and limited means, had
The first location par
gone ahead.
ties had cleared á road to Big Mus
keg. The rails had been laid half
way. But tnai was an, save ior me
partly constructed shacks and buildings for the workmen there, and the
sheds for the construction material
that had not yet been freighted in.
Joe, standing with legs straddling
the top of the ridge, turned to Wilton
Carruthers, the chief engineer of the
company, with eyebrows arched and
humorous Inquiry on his weather-beateold face. There was bo need
for speech at that moment, because
the mind of each man dwelt on the
Identical problem.'
The two men had come east by
e

n

dog-sleig-

accompanied

by

two

half-breed- s,

Jean Passepartout and Papll-iothe one In charge of the dogs, the
other carrying the
They had camped seven miles back on
the preceding evening, and had set out
at daybreak to survey the swamplands from the ridge. For the problem which had suddenly risen up to
confront them clamored for solution
before construction could be carried
forward, and on Its solution depended
the future of the Mlssatibi.
With the physical eye neither Joe
nor Carruthers could hope to acconr
pllsh anything. Wilton was seeking
inspiration, though he did not know it
Theoretically he was endeavoring to
discern some place where a foundation
might be coaxed above the unstable,
quaking surface with trestltag and
a crossing that combined
the least possible deviation of route
s
of one
with no mora than
n,

transit-compas-

crib-wor-

four-fifth-

s.

Joe Bosiock Laid His Hands on the
Other Man's Shoulders.
yer's pay. Bowyer and Bostock were
old rivals. They had reported Big Muskeg to be an insignificant swamp with
a firm underbed about the portage. It
could be crossed, of course, In the
end, since nature always yielded to
man. But the Mlssatibi must either
swing a huge loop around it, through
territory unsurveyed, br set to Itself
the task of filling those, unsounded
depths with thousands of tons of rock.
"D n you!" said. Wilton, shaking
his fist toward the valley. "We'll beat
you yet. We've made a bad blunder,
Joe. Crooked work, without doubt
though I can't Imagine why Bowyer's
gang should take the trouble to hurt
us unless, of course, they guess "
Joe Bostock shook his head. "No,
they haven't guessed that, Wilton,"
he answered. 'TJI stake my hat on
that There ain't nobody except me
and you and Kitty knows. It's Jest
bad luck, Wilton"
Joe could never sense treachery nor
bring himself to believe In Its possibility; and If that weakness had kept
him. In the main, a poor man, It had
bound his friends to him with unbreakable bonds.
"At the best It's gross negligence,"
"Those surveyors
said Wilton.
scamped their work. I accepted their
reports. I couldn't go out with the
transit and aneroid and follow them
all up to check their results. But I
might have sounded Big Muskeg. I
didn't" His voice choked. "Joe; If
you have any sense, you'll fire me
first" he said.
Joe Bostock laid his hands on the
other man's shoulders and the humor
ous smile came on his face. "Well, I
guess not Wilton," he said. "Ton
ain't to blame. You've done all that
mortal man could da The UlssaUM

couldn't have been built at all with
out you. Fire you? Why, Kltty'd have
my Ufe If I dared suggest such a
thing."
Wilton frowned involuntarily at the
reference to the pretty young wife
whom Joe Bostock had married in
Winnipeg the year before. Joe's first
marriage had been unhappy; It bad
been long ago, and Wilton knew there
had ' been a separation, though Joe
was always reticent about that.
Kitty was five ánd thirty years
younger than Joe, and she bad Intervened Into a fast friendship of more
than a decade between Joe and Wilton. It made a difference, as It always
does, though Joe had sworn It should
not, and Kitty thought the world of

in Southwestern Manitoba
Expected to Come Close to
Bumper Ylold of 1915.

Wilton.
Wilton could never understand his
secret feeling about Kitty. She was
devoted to Joe. Perhaps that was
what lay beneath his latent antagonism toward her. He was Jealous of
her. He was Jealous of a woman's
love for Joe.
"I guess not!" said Joe Bostock
again, pressing his hand hard down
on Wilton's shoulder.
And, in that Instant, Wilton heard
the crack of a rifle, and felt a violent
blow on the upper part of the left arm,
which knocked him to the ground. As
he fell, Joe Bostock pitched forward
upon him.
Twice Joe's lips quivered, as if he
was trying to speak. Then the lower
Jaw dropped and the eyes rolled upward. A grayish pallor crept over the
face.
Wilton saw that Joe's macklnaw had

a tiny tear In it, over the breast A
trickle of blood seeped through the
cloth. He wrenched the garment open
with his right hand, pulled up the
sweater, and tore the shirt apart The
heart, fluttering like a wounded bird,
stopped under his hand. Joe sighed
once, but he never stirred again. The
bullet had passed clean through Joe
Bostock's heart from the back. And,
as he tried to raise Joe's body, Wilton
realized that the same bullet had
broken his left arm, which hung limp
from the shoulder.
He sprang to his feet, a mad
wrath giving back to him his ebbing
strength. He glared about him, but
It was impossible to ascertain from
where the shot had come. He could
not. even locate the direction within
a hundred degrees, for Joe had been In
the act of turning. Nobody was In
sight, and the woods were silent
His bellowing call of fury that went
echoing through the trees elicited no
answer. He tore strips from his handkerchief, holding It between his teeth,
and, with his left hand on his knee,
knotted them about a stick and Improvised a tourniquet The blood was
spurting down his sleeve In Jets, the
pain was Intense, and it was Impossible to take off the macklnaw and
hope to replace his arms In It; but
he twisted with all his force until the
diminishing flow showed that he had
compressed the artery. Thrusting the
longer end of the stick beneath his
armpit, he passed the other through
the buttonhole of the garment, and,
stooping, managed to get Joe's body
upon his shoulder and to hold it with
his right arm.
His Impulse was to carry Joe's body
back to the camp, but he knew that It
would be impossible to make the distance,
Tet to leave it would mean
the certainty of mutilation by bears
or timber-wolve- s
unless he could
build a cairn of stones. And of that
he was equally Incapable.
He set
Joe's body down, and, In the first full
realization of his loss and his predicament, he shouted curses to the sky.
That murder had been Intended he
did not believe; no doubt the shot had
been a bullet fired at some nearer
mark, perhaps a hare, and by one of
He suspected that
the

his shoulder; and doggedly he began
his awful Journey, his right arm grasping 'the dead man, his helpless left
hugging the tourniquet-stic- k
against
his side.
He stumbled over the rough ground
until he reached the cleared road
through the trees. Here the going was
easier, but the burden numbed his
right hand and shoulder, the throbbing
pain In his left seemed to beat time to
his footsteps, and the ache of the
cramping muscles Increased the agony
of his wound and began to spread
down his body.
A wind sprang up, driving gusts of
whirling snow Into his eyes. A deadly
lethargy was creeping over him, and
presently, turning his head to shield
his eyes from the beating blasts, he
saw a trickle of crimson on the road
behind him.
He
The tourniquet had loosened.
was bleeding bis life away. The blood
was gushing down his fingers. Wilton set Joe's body down and succeeded
In tightening the compress.
And It
was only after an almost superhuman
struggle that he could get Joe over
his shoulder. He knew that If he was
forced to set the body down again he
could never lift It.
With knees bent, tripping over the

roots of the trees, and reeling
through a swimming world, he staggered on and on and on. And neither
his anger nor the thought of Kitty
could have kept his resolution through
that nightmare of pain. It was all Joe
now, the memory of Joe, his love for
him, and his resolve that his friend's
remains should not be torn by the
timber--

wolves.

Joe had befriended him years be
fore, when he had drifted, penniless,
Into Winnipeg. Joe's faith had besn
his own, and the secret of the Mlssatibi theirs.
So the miles reeled off behind him,
while the wind Increased and the snow
fell thicker along the way. At last the
trees opened, and the bleak shore of
Big Muskeg lay before him, a desert
of ice and snow, with the bluffs opposite, and beyond thera the trees once
more.
At once the fierce swirl of the gale
caught him, whistling like sirens, boring Into his face like white-ho- t
The Ice that fringed his
probes.
lashes blinded him and, pulled them
from the lids when he tried to open
his eyes. He reeled on, clutching Joe's
body, and heard his own voice go
from him In shouts of despair. They
rolled across the snow, and the echoes
came In faint, mimicking answer from
the distant cliffs.
Wilton retained sufficient consciousness of his surroundings to make his
way along the shore toward the portage. He might have shortened his
route to McDonald's store a little by
risking a direct crossing ; but the surface of a muskeg is always dangerous,
even In midwinter, when the appars
of
ently solid Ice conceals
slush, . which, mixed with peat and
ooze, does not congeal firmly, and en,

sink-hole-

traps the unwary traveler, a quick-mu- d
from which escape Is next to impossible.

t

"And somehow, breaking the
rotten Ice In front of her body,
the girl succeeded in getting
Wilton to the shore."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

SHUT OUT WATER AND DUST
Nature Has Provided for the Her met-leClosing of Nostrils
Seal and Camel.

al

of

Nervous and Dizzy, Everything Seemed to Worry Me.
How I Got Well

I
1

Larwfll, Indiana. "My back tos so
bad I could not do my washing. I was al
Those who have friends In Western
ways tired out and
!lll!!
Canada will be anxious to learn of
bad no ambition, waa
nervous and diny
the conditions there, and will be Inand everytning
terested In knowing that generally the
seemed to worry ma
crop prospect Is very favorable. Cutand I bad awful Dama
ting and harvesting have become genin my right aide. I
reeral, and It is anticipated that the
felt badly about four
sults which will appear when thrashyears and could not
ir
do my work as It
ing is completed will be highly satisshould bare been
factory.
done. I saw Lydia E.
With the widely varying weather
Pmkham's Vege
conditions that have prevailed in the
table Compound ad-different sections of the prairie prov- warttaad s mneh and it did so manv mo
inces it would be impossible to foree good that I began to take it myself,
cast with any degree of accuracy as to
am feeling fine now and everyone tefis
how the crop is made. The Manitoba me they never saw me looking so welL
crop has held Its own, and the outlook live on a farm, do all my work, and havol
three little girls to take care of. I ami
for the province as a whole Is decidedrecommending this medicine to my1
ly good.
friends and know it will help them it
With the exception of an area south they use it like I do."
Mrs. Herbzsxi
and west of Brandon, grain crops In Lono, E. E. 3, Box 7, Larwil, Indiana
Manitoba continue to give promises
Many women keep about their work
of a good harvest, the best In fact for when it is a great effort. They are al
a number of seasons, reports the Cana- ways tired out and have no ambition.!
dian National Railways for the week When you are in this condition give it
ended July 22. Recent rains and favor- prompt attention.
Take Lydia E. Pinkham's VegetaHai
able temperatures have Improved conCompound, for it is especially adapted
ditions wonderfully.
to correct such troubles, as it did foil
Southwestern Manitoba will reap a Mrs. Long.
harvest which will nearly equal the
bumper harvest of 1915. Farmers In
His Inference.
the district are very optimistic. The
Tobe Smlthers and Oabe Gunshunl
many
;
rye crop Is exceptionally good
of the Mount Piggy region of thej
fields will yield upwards of 30 bushels Ozarks were guests of a hotel in thai
per acre. The fields are remarkably Big Burg lately- - Some time after they
free of weeds, and the grasshopper had retired for the night they wereJ
menace, which has been evident In the rudely awakened by the fire chiefs!
southwestern portion of the province car raging past with its siren screech- for the past three years, has been big in an unknown tongue.
almost entirely obliterated. No dam"What the blue heck was thattH
age has been done to the wheat crop cried Mr. Gunshun.
avercrop
will
oats
by rust, and the
"I d'know perslzely," replied Mr.)
age more than 60 bushels to the acre. Smathers, "but I reckon some feller
In Saskatchewan there are large has stayed out too late and his wifej
areas where the crops are excellent. is hunting him." Kansas City Star.
In places where the prospects some
few weeks ago were not encouraging,
The man who Is dissatisfied with his!
material change for the better Is ap- work Is never happy.
dry
unusually
parent. In these places
weather during a portion of the growing season kept the crops back, but
what was most remarkable was the
effect that the spring moisture had.
While light In some places, this moisture kept sufficient strength In the
growing crops to ensure a fair yield
of a good quality of grain. This condisdition arises in the
tricts of the province.
6 Bell-an-s
The southern portions of the provHot water

f

I

j

Sure Relief1
FOR ...DIGESTION

mid-centr-

ince have been exceptionally

favored,

reports showing that the yield of all
grains will be wonderfully good.
The crops of all Saskatchewan are
a week or ten days later than those
of Manitoba.
Conditions in Alberta are said to be
good, especially In southern Alberta,
where copious and plentiful showers
came In time to give assurance of
good paying yields. This applies to
nearly all sections of that district
Northern Alberta, or at least that
portion of it lying within thirty miles
of Edmonton, has suffered from lack of
moisture, a very Unusual thing for
that district, where there is generally
an abundance. As a result, the heavy
yields of wheat, oats and barley for
which the district is noted will show
considerable falling off over past years.
The grain, though, is of excellent
quality and the yield will be fair.
Pasturage is poor, and the hay crop
will fall short of that of any previous
year for quite an extended period.
On the whole, the prairie provinces
of Western Canada will have a crop
that will warrant the statement that It
will prove satisfactory and remunerative.
A number of farmers put in corn
this year, and from present appearances there Is a likelihood of an
abundant yield for fodder and ensilage, while a good deal of It will fully
mature. A number of silos were
erected this season. While grain growing is losing none of Its interest, it
Is highly pleasing to note the number
of farmers who are adding dairying to
the grain growing industry. Advertisement.

Most of us when we go in for diving
have the very unpleasant experience
of getting our nostrils full of water.
Nature did not design man to be a
Giving Him His Chance.
diving animal, otherwise she would
would die for you.
He
I
have been as clever with his nose as
Well,
what are you waiting
She
following them up,
the transit-beareshe has been with seal's, London Tit-Bi- for? Boston Transcript.
j
had fired the shot, and, seeing the fasays.
tality, had fled.
The seal is, without doubt, the clev. But the thought that this might be
erest diver In the animal world, and
the explanation was only a fleeting his nose Is a "very Ingenious contrivone. ' Joe was dead, and his body must ance Indeed. Each nostril is provided
be cared for, Just as if he were alive
with muscles which Close It hermeticaltaken back to the camp and thence ly at the owner's will. And the shape
out of the woods. There was no posof the nose Is such that when the nosNujol it a lubricant not
sibility of leaving Joe's body there. trils are closed not a drop of water
eo
medicine or; laxative
Yet it seemed to him that he could can enter.
cannot gripe.
not hope to reach the camp. And
With seals the closing of the nostrils
When you are constipated,
now another Idea came to him.
at the moment of diving has become
not enough of Nature's
It was seven miles back to the camp, an automatic process.
lubricating liquid is probut only five to the portage over the
duced in the bowel to keep
This is wonderful enough, but we
the food waste soft and
frozen swamp. Upon the other side can tee a still more remarkable appliDoctors prescribe
moving.
of the portage was a trail that came cation of the same principle In an aniNujol because
out of the prairie southward and mal as far removed from the seal as
It acts like
'
wound into the unknown
north. chalk Is from cheese.
natural
The
Along this Indians brought their winThe seal Is a water animal.
lubricant and
thus replaces
ter .catches to the trading-storof other owner of trapdoor nostrils Is the
McDonald, the factor of the Hudson's camel, an inhabitant of the driest
it. Try. it to-aay.
Bay company.
parts of the world, the waterless sandy
Traveling was hard along the shore deserts. Now, why should the camel
of the great Muskeg, but it would require such an apparatus? He Is not
mean two miles less, and It was Just troubled with water, but he is troupossible to make the store. McDonbled with dust; not the dust that we
ald was a queer, taciturn, sometimes see In this country, but the fierce,
venomous old man, and had evinced a blinding duststorms of the desert
These are so violent that tiny parstrong dislike of Wilton on the occaA LAXATIVE 1
Í A LUBfUCANT-NO- T
sion of their last meeting. Yet Mcticles are driven Into the works of
Donald would shelter him and receive even the most finely made watch, which
Joe's body. And then there was Molly, becomes at once clogged and usoless.
e and to (frow new.
his daughter.
If the camel had not nostrils which
It ti tal tut
he could tie roots and tapa hair falling katr
Wilton, having made his choice, act- were perfectly dust-tigout Alls bald
rapidly. Try HI At all rood druggists,
ed on It at once. With a great effort never endure the dreadful sand and Wpoteme
irwa
nialiS.
he raised Joe's stiffening form upon dost storms.

.
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per cent of grade and four degrees of
WHEN NATURE FROWNS.

GOOD ALWAYS TIRED

Western Canada Farmers
lant Over Prospects.
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half-breed-

Sure Relief

mS$r

wiffll

Mal

25$ and 754 Packages. Everywhere

TOO
LATE
Death only a matter of short tima.
Don't wait until pains and aches
become incurable diseases. Avoid
painful consequences by taking

CÍO MEDAL
The world's standard remedy for kidney
the
liver, bladder and orle add trouble
National Remedy of Holland since 1680,

Three sizes, all druggists.
Leak tot tbe bum CeU Medal oa
accept DO imitation

boa

and

Quickly Relieved by

Wakefield's
Blackberry Balsam;

Por It run Wakefield's Blackberry Balsam;
has been the Surest and quickest remedy
(or Diarrhoea, Dysentery and all loose bowel
troubles In adults, children and babies
While It Is quick and positiva In Its action,
tt la harmless and does not constipate. It
Dhecks the trouble and leaves the stomach and
bowels In their natural, regular condition.
Every home should have a bottle ready for
sudden attacks. 60o and $1. II bottle holds

t

times the fOe size.

Sold everywhere.

ts

Not a Laxative

Cuticura Talcum
is Fragrant and

Very Healthful
Soap 25e, Ointment 25 and 50c, Tslcon

PARKER'S

!

this

HAIR BALSAM
ReowveeDenaruatopiBalrFaUInil
ana

HiUMi-IU-

hi

Ksstores uior
,jL : IllbsntytoGraTiuidFadedHsU
sue. ana slwj m j Tuemsia.

i
A Htsenx Cliem. W ta FnUihot oe. 1. T.
Coma, OaM
HINDERCORNS
toases, eta stops
pain, ensures eomfort so to
s x. .
.

I

all

sees, maíces waikmr eeny. loa Dy mall or a vnm,
giste. ilUcox Chemical War, riseiuiítts, M. X. ZÁ

West Texas Military Academy

e

Hair Thin

25c

a.o.T.0.

Sao Antonio, Texas

JOtuYea

Affiliated with the University of Texas,
West Point, Annapolis and leading mutilations of the United States. Army officers
'
detailed by War Department Uniform
eqnlpmentlssued by Government. Separata
junior School. Swimming PooL Atbletl
Field. Champions of Football and Baseball.
Opens SEPT. S, Write for new Illustrated
catalogue. J.TOM WILLIAMS, Supt,

D
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-
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CUTS ITOH SORES
75c at stores! 85c by maiL Address
New York Drug Concern, New York
POR BURNS

WANTED, FBOM OWNER, FARM OB
BANCH. Will trade and assume. Write full
particulars to O. 8. Rayner, Fort Collins, Colo.

W. N. U, DENVER, NO. 33.1022.
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Going to fight though
fat and forty.
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OUR SECOND BIRTHDAY

it

of
last Monday, August fourteenth, the present ownersedias
work
years
second
their
out
rounded
the Spanish American
'
.
tors of the paper.
.
failure, that is for our
or
success
a
Whether we have been
readers to decide, but one thing we feel certain of and that is,
.some of the people like to read our paper for we have practically
doubled the number of subscribers of the paper in these two years
.and if we can have the support of the business men and people in
the coming years as we have these two past years, we will have
no kick coming. We are giving our readers and advertisers the
best that is in us and if we fall short of your expwf ations, call
our attention to it, for we are continually striving to give the people of Harding County a real news paper, one that will be a benefit
contithe whole county. We shall in the future as in the past
party
has
either
believe
we
that
paper
for
nue as a nonuartisan
a right to express their views on political matters in a small country newspaper, for our subscribers are nearly equally devided so
far as party affiliations are concerned.
During the past year we have added an Autocaster to our
service, also considerable other machinery and it is our intention
to be in a new home within the next few months where we will be
better prepared than in the past to give you a greater and better
.Spanish American. We wish to personally thank those who have
assisted us in any way possible to make the paper the success it
has been in the past two years; and we hope to receive your support
'
in the future.
THE EDITORS.
On

'

.

'

f

í
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State Chairman Geo. H. Hunker of the State Central Committee of the Democratic party has
announcen that the State Con
vention for naming the canoida- tes lor United States Senator,
Congressman at large and all
State Officers will be held at Albuquerque on Thursday August
31st, beginning at 10.30 A. M.
The State Central Committee
will meet on Wednesday the 30th
previous to the holding of the
convention.
The democratic candidates for
following offices will be named at
this convention ; United States
jenator, Congressman, Governor,
Leutenant Governor, Justice of
Supreme Court, Commissioner
of Public Lands, Member of State Corporation Commission, Sec-

Former champ Jess Willard is
going to get his chance this fall to
regain the crown he lost to Jack
Dempsey at Toledo three years ago.
Tex Richard is going to stage the
bout at Jersey City. Jess in training at Los Angeles looks all of fat
and forty as shown here.

retary of State, State Treasurer,
State Auditor, Attorney General
and Superintendent of Public

The convention will be compo
sed of 502 delegates; Bernallillo
county will have 53 deleates the
most of any county m the state
and Catron will have 5 the least
in the state. Harding County
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
gets 8 delegates and Union 21,
Mora 20 and Colfax will have 29.
Department of the Interior
The credentials of all delegates
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
to said state convention and all
New Mexico.
notices of contest should be in
July 27, 1922
hands of the Secretary of
the
NOTICE is hereby given that
state
Central Committee at
the
Kenneth F. Woodman, of Roy,
Vegas
on or before the
East
Las
Harding county, New Mexico,
of
29th
August.
Proxies of delewho, on July 23, and July 28,
THE GREAT AMERICAN BELL
gates
to
state
convention will
the
1921, made Homestead Entry
except when
not
recognized
be
Number 027881, and No. 027890
By Richard Lloyd Jones
by
persons
held
residing
in the
shop
Sec. 7.
for Ei2-Spractically every home on farm and in town, in every
ounty where the proxy is issued.
which
Sec.
8.
bell
behind
and store, factory and office there is a little
The convention being called at
Sec. 18,
a story of romance and before which is a wonderful world Sec. 17. NE14-NE1is
this
time will give the candidates
'
Sec. 7.
that it made less wide. That is your telephone bell.
a chance for a lengthy campaign
now
bell
SE14-SThis
4
little
field.
We used to call hello across the
and not be rushed with a short
carries our hello across the continent. The farmer who was ten 14, Section 18, Township 18N, campaign as has been the case
miles away from town had to harness his horse and drive the Range 25 E, N. M. P. Meridian,
the past few years.
old spring seat for bettr than an hour to deliver a simple business has filed notice of intention to
Advertisement.
message. Now he rings the little bell and in two minutes the make Final Three Year Proof, to
to
establish claim the land aboye
.business is done.
BRADLEY NEWS
With equal ease the business man in Minneapolis confers with described, before F. H. Foster,
his customers in New Orleans and the New York lawyer talks to U. S. Commissioner, at his office
Aspgren attended
at Roy, New Mexico, on the 6th Mrs. OscarMosquero
his San Francisco client.
Sunday.
Church
at
Imagine what it would be to be without it. How strange that day of September, 1922.
She
leaders.
of
one
is
church
the
Claimant names as witnesses
years ago viewed it with suspicion.
scientific men of forty-si-x
W.
Bradley
busy
is
R.
harvest
summer
Novia
Scotia
Schneider,
Floersheim,
John
in
J.
month
his
On the first day of this
home, Alexander Graham Bell, the inventor of the telephone, died J. L. Smith and Frank Smith all ing this week.
A. G. Hazen was a caller at
year. His death brought back the story of of Roy, New Mexico.
in his seventy-fift- h
th3 Ames home Sunday.
H. H. ERRETT,
the advent of the phone.
Register.
Bell was highly educated in the scientific schools of Scotland
Mrs. Oscar Aspgren is enjoy
and England. As a young man he was a professor of sciences in
ing a visit from her son Mr 11
Boston University. He married the daughter of a wealthy merLindgren of Chicago.
chant., He joined the family in extending to her especial tender NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Laide Marford has been work
consideration for she was deaf. He resolved to use his scientific
ing at Peter Hall's since the
Department of he Interior
knowledge to perfect a device tnat would give ner an artmciai earrain, but he was called home Sa
drum that his voice might carry to her. For a year he experimen- U. S. Land Office at Clayton, turday morning on account of
barn. He failed to find a way to carry New Mexico.
ted in his father-in-lawillness of his mother.
July 12th, 1922,
his voice to his beloved and afflicted bride, but that romantic
Misses Mayme Smith and Bla
NOTICE is hereby given that
brought to him the instrument that has carried the human
Hall were visiting at the
nche
Daniel Laumbach, of Roy, Hard
voice over seas and across continents.
home near Solano.
Johnson
lost his fortune. This invention rebuilt it ling County, New Mexico, who on
His father-in-laof Roy, was in
Mr.
Strickland
September 11, 1918, made Addi
beyond the proportions of all former dreams
neighborhood
hi3
on business
tional
newly
Bell
Entry,
No.
Homestead
to
patented
his
1876
Mr.
invention
carried
the
In
Wednesday.
SW-Philadelphia exposition where our nation celebrated its Centenial. 024387, for
C. C. Moore was a Mosquero
.,
But no one noticed the telephone. Popular interest seemed to cen- Ei4
Section 29. NE
Thursday.
New
Herkout
lady,
moulded
of
York's
famous
in
the
ter
butter
NW14-SW1SEi4-- S
Joe Woods and Laide Marford
imer County butter.
W14, Section 33, Township 18 N
made a business trip to Mosque
.Scientists assembled there but even they were not attracted.
At last two of the more eminent consented to look at the odd little Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, ro Saturday.
Arthur Hazen called at the
device. One spoke into the mouthpiece, another at a distance lis- has filed notice of intention to
tened at the receiver.
make Final Three Year Proof, to Sarger home Saturday.
Lysle Hazen was a business
"My God, it talks !" the latter cried. And then the telephone establish claim to the land above
at the County Seat Satur
visitor
came.
described before F.H. Foster, U. day.
my
your
shop
house,
and
and
shop.
your
my
house
Our
in
It is
S. Commissioner, at his office at
C. C. Moore is busy this week
life is now built to be dependent upon it
Roy,
New Mexico, on the 22 day preparing some of his land for
On the first of this month few took notice of the passing of
wheat.
this great benefactor of mankind. He shortened distance; saved of August, 1922.
Tom Longley of near Mos- time; sped up all the wheels of industry and promoted commerce.
Claimant names as witnesses
ivioore s
Mr Bell sent our hello every- p. j. Laumbach and Benancio quero was out to
He was a great progress-makon Sunday morning.
wnere. lie orougni us uie nine uen mat we nave maue me ureal
Mrs. Belle Marford was very
American Bell. It is the little bell that calls us to its bidding more Madrid of Solano, New Mexico,
nd Alejandro Maestas and Webb ill Saturday She has not been
than any bell the world has ever known.
well for sometime.
Kidd of Roy, New Mexico.
MAIL ORDER HOUSES BOOMING
F. F. Smith made a business
H H. Errett,
trip to Roy Friday.
Register.
Sales totals of the great mail orders houses show an enorMr. MrFarland and his son
'
mous increase, particularly in strictly farming sections.
Walter were up from David
This is not pleasant news for retail stores in our average Mr McNeil of the Oen Ranch
small town, btat it is what they may expect.
Laide and E. B. Morford were
was a business visitor in Roy
There is only one way in which the insidious mail order cam- last Monday.
"isitors at the county seat Mon
day.
paigns can be combatted, and that is by local merchants frankly
explaining their merchandising possibilities to the people through
Misses Clovis Moore and May
Mrs. Helen Wheeler, formerly me Smith were callers at the
advertising.
fact that the big mail order concerns main- Miss Helen Russel is visiting Morford home Tuesday.
It is a
magnitude to check up the towns friends in Roy a portion of this Mrs. Arthur Hazen returned
considerable
of
tain departments
to lack enterprise.
appear
week.
merchants
local
home Wednesday after spending
the
where
two weeks at her mothers.
There they concentrate their batteries of advertising and
catalogue distribution.
Ray Smith of Mosquero was
Dr. O. B. Moon end wife of
The mail order house never prospers in a town where the Mills, were the Sunday guests at in this community Saturday afmerchants advertise consistently, because the mail order men C:as Weatherill home east of ternoon on business.
Phil Quaschnick made a busiknow they cannot compete with the vlocal store if the ' merchant town.
ness trip to Mosquero Saturday.
understands his business.
Since our last writing, this
The cheapness with which the big mail order man can buy is
Sup't Bazzill of the Roy schoo- community has been visited by a
more than offset by the low overhead the local merchant can get ls and family who
vihave been
nice rain, verything (and every.along with.
siting
Missouri the body) is looking better already.
in
relatives
pot
hide
local
must
however,
merchant
own,
the
his
hold
To
past few days are expected to arhis light under a bushel.
rive in Roy the later part of the Mrs. J. S. Russell and daughters
buy
knowledge
they
can
educating
to
a
that
needs
public
The
week.
they
can
actually
see
they
are
what
cheaply,
that
as
home
Mrs. E. C. Smith and Mrs Wheeat
buying before they pay for it, and that they do not have to wait
ler are spending a few days with
Mrs. Henrietta I Russel re- W. L Russel and wife at
sometimes weeks for the delivery of the article they want.
The National Cloak and Suit Companyreports a heavy increa- turned from a month's visit with
se in its business, all in the country, though it is doubtful if this relatives at Grenville last Mon
goods day. She was accompanied home R. R Alldredge and wife returgreat concern carries anything like the line of
carried by local Stores throughout the country.
by her daughter Mrs. E. Smith ned from a two weeks outing and
When the merchants get ready to talk plainly to the people and babe whn will visit nn the vacation up in the mountains
they will have nothing to fear from the mail order man, but if mesa and at Tucumcari for a last Sunday. They report a fine
they Vemáíñ silent; then the outsider will surely burrow his way few days,
time, but we notice that Bob is
,
"v,,
...
inKrt ttioir TVrrfit"
not telling fish stories worthy of
1UW
"
Lfcsatisfaction- ha pellédniany a bankruptcy.
Subscrifeefbr the SAí
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GLASSES
We are now prepared to test
your eyes and fit glasses.
Can furnish you any kind of
glasses, or any corrective treatment for the eye you can get
any where.

ThePlumlee Hospital
Roy,

::

:- -:

N.M.

Mosquero Abstract and Title Company
(Incorporated and Bonded.)
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HÁRD1NG COUNTY.
Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
Mosquero, New Mexico.

E. F. HENRY
C0MTRJ1CT0
Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
TtOY, NEW MEXICO
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DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION TO BE HELD IN
ALBUQUERQUE. AUG. 31
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Words of Wisdom
THRIFT

s easy
tha money
v spent on trifle Prove
in youth would keep

many a man from want in old age.
Opening a saving account in a child's name
g
has many times resulted in
habits which have been the foundation stones
for a successful life .
neighbors might do well to
make the trip into town more than a spend-Mak- e
thrift-formin-

Out-of-to-

it an event for adding a little to a

saving account.
Drop in and ask us about "Thrift Talks."

BANK of ROY

well-kno-

'

-

-

up-to-d-

,

-

.t

tnaiua

'

BUY A FORD
TOURING CAR
It will save you time and will save you money
It will give you eveiy automobile essential

For remember the Ford passed the experimental
stage years ago. The price is the lowest in
the history of the Ford. Motor Co., with our
convenient terms, makes it easy for you to pay
for it.
Come in, write or telephone and get our terms.
BUY A FORD AND SPEND THE DIFFERENCE
Tires as low as
30 X 3

30X312

....
....

$7.99
8.99

Use only
Genuine Ford Parts

Baker & Scheier

The

Spanish-America-

Saturday August 19th, 1922

Roy, Harding County, New Mexico,
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ABBOTT NEWS

POLITICAL

ANNOUNCEMENTS action of

tion.

Homer Holmes.

Mr and Mrs Ray Smith

:Announc anient3
LUJAN & BRANCH WISH TO ANNOUNCE TO THE
BUYING PUBLIC, THAT THEY HAVE
ADDED ANOTHER DEPARTMENT
TO THEIR ALREADY ESTABLISHED BUSINESS.

A Complete Stock of Shelf

HARDWARE

All our fall goods are bought and arriving daily

I

Our Stock of Shoes is Complete
tne SCnOOI season geitm; litai, vie r..on
is the time to buy your winter needs, such as
now
that
childrens dresses, shoes and head wear.
COME IN AND LOOK OVER OUR LINE OF HATS
AND CAPS FOR MEN
Our stock of fancy and staple groceries is complete,
Wltn

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT
We protect our customers, not

our competitors

ADDITIONAL BRADLEY
NEWS

the Democratic Conven

home Tuesdav after a three
weeks vacation visiting friends
and relatives in Kansas.
Mr and Mrs Vern Knedler, Mrs
Trinlette and children left in
their car for parts in Texas. Mr.
Triplette is carrying the man
during the Knedler's vacation.
S. L. Earley will move his family to Raton for the winter where he has employmet also to school hi3 children.
A. I. Burleson, candidate for
County Assessor, was visiting

with friends here Tuesday.
Mr and Mrs II. Marton motored to Springer to meet Mrs Mar
ton's brother and wife who are
spending their vacation with relatives in the west.
Mrs E. Fausnaeht left for her
home in Tucumcari after a ten
days visit with relatives here.
P. J. Hisler made a business
trip to Dawson Sunday, returning Monday noon.

ANNOUNCEMENT

ANNOUNCEMENT

I herebv announce myself a
candidate for Sheriff, subject to
the action of the Democratic
Convention of Harding County
If nominated and elected I promise to conduct the office strictly
on a business basis with economy
of County Government as my
chief &im.
Henry W. Farmer.

J.

Mrs Morford attended church

at Mosquero Thursday,
Mra

evening-;v-

.

Asnoren.

Mrs. Moore and Clovis and
Cou- eruests oi Mrs
vau- - uuim "l"v Snndav

To the voters of Harding
;
iiiy ; tt
naving sex veuj us yum
nty Clerk the past year or more,
I have decided to become a can- subject to
didate for
f!nn.
elected
vention. If nominated and
I shall continue to have personal
charge of tha office as I have in
the past. Thanking you for any
support you may give me.
ANNOUNCEMENT
I am,
Respectfully,
hereby announce myself as
C. Ernest Anderson

pt

'u

Morford. Mr McFarland, Walter
,
Aicranaim,
..sp,
Lindgren, Niels
Mva R. Hazen and children, also
fere callers m the afternoon

ppn

íutjwí0ti

" u"
Mrs. wvv.
the sick list Sunday. Little Mai y
,.
jaien was aiso u

Mr White of Solano, was in
-,
theis neighborhood Saturday driving a fine new car.
Mr and Mrs. R. H. Thomas of
Solano, and Charles Woods were
callers at the Moore home Mon.
Mr and Mrs 0. A. Murphy ma
de a business trip to Mosquero
early Monday morning.
Mrs. Henry Harper was a caller at Mrs Alice Murphy s
Alice and Margerett Hazen
stayed with Mrs A. G Hazen
Monday.

'

j

a candidate for County Assessor
of Harding County, New Mexico,
ANNOUNCEMENT
to the action of the De- -.
mocratic Convention. If nomina- - rous friends to become a candi-ted and elected, 1 pledge myseit (date for sheriff of Harding Cou- to nersonallv discharge the du nty, I hereby announce myself
ties of said office without favor as a candidate for this important
to anyone and at a minimum of
subject to the action of
expense to taxpayers.
the Democratic Convention. If
elected I will take personal cha- A. I. (Shorty) Burleson
Mr and Mrs. McKee and
rge of the office. Your support;
sons, and Mrs Jbausnaeht drove
will be appreciated.
The
Sunday.
E. F. Henry made a business
Dam
ANNOUNCEMENT
to Eagle Nest
R. L. Grossaint
to Solano and the Bell Ranch
trip
trip is one of the prettiest drives
announce mvself a
herebv
I
morning.
Thursday
thru New Mexico.
candidate for Sheriff .subject to
ANNOUNCEMENT
Orval and Everett Robertson the action of the Democratic
of Harding Co.,
Arrangements are coming a- are spending the week in Solano Convention of Harding County, To the votersannounce
as long niceiy on me pumo
mysell
hereby
I
with mends. '.
.
New Mexico. If it is the will ot a .
'
r
xur tue wnwiitinrinTl
uuiuwuvu Texas-JNe- iiignway me-- s
Mexico
...
R. E. Brock real estate man of the people of Harding County, ascunuiuaie
County
sub
sheriff of Harding
wljcu w he held in Roy
Springer,, stopped for a short vi- I will serve them without fear ject to the action of the Republi- - tm(r
25th and 26. A fine
September
or favor and to the best of my can Convention. If my services
sit with friends Saturday.
be given on the first
will
banquet
knowledge and ability.
Mrs C. A. Pierce of llallis,
have been satisfactory to you evening an(j a barbacue of seve- James S. Chnstman the past year and a half, I will
came in the first of the
ra beeves and mutton will be
and
parents
Mr
to
her
visit
week
appreciate your support for the on the program for the second
ANNOUNCEMENT
:

Mon.-office- ,

.

4.U-

T T

1

w

LUJANS & BRANCH

Mrs. Anderson.
Reed Frederickson came down
from Dawson to attend a family
reunion at the Anderson home
this week.
Joe McKee made a business
trip to Mills, bringing back a
truck load of gasoline.
J. R. McKee spent Thursday
and Friday in Roy on business,
also visiting friends.
Friends have received word
from Mrs J. L. Shifflet who is
nicely located in her home m LI
Paso, but is very lonely from her

nomination.
Respectfully,
George B. Spivey.

-

All kinds of auto repairing

Expert workmanship
Battery work a specialty
We are equipped to wash your car

Service Garage

Jack Kirby, deputy County
Treasurer was in Roy on business Wednesday. We would not
be the least bit surprised to see
Jack become a candidate for County Treasurer as he has many
friends in the county who want
him to enter the race.

:

RAYMOND PENDETON. MGR.

All orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by express or Parcel Post Our membership in the Florists Telegraph Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
for you anywhere in the United States on a few hours

notice.

Raton Greenhouses
"THE NAYLORS"
Raton, N. M.

P. O. Drawer 349

National Banks

The Federal Reserve Act has been cited
as one of the greatest pieces of legislation
passed by our Government since the Civil
:

other things it gave elasticity to
TJ. S. currency permitting it to expand or contract as business conditions warranted.
Among- -

As a National Bank we are members of
the Federal Reserve System and pass on to
our patrons the many advantages derived

therefrom.

i

,

First liatioaal Bank
ROY, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $60, 09.09
Service
Reputation '
Strength

iC
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ANNOUNCEMENT

I hereby announce myself for
the office of County Treasurer
subject to the action of the
If

Convention.

nomi-

nated and elected, I promise to
take personal charge of the office and be on duty at my post
each day. Any assistance given
ne will be 'greatly appreciated.
John E. Brockman

,

i

m

y

e
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Having been urged by my friends to make the race for sheriff
I hereby announce myself for this important office subject to the
ction of the Dpmoríitií f!on ven
tion, and the subsequent election
n November. If elected 1 promise
ABBOTT ITEMS
to give my enure nine 10 xne
Mi Grass and Mr Robertson j )lfice as there is nothing else to
2.i.
i
were enjoying íisning m me n- - utxupy my attention.
loursior a
greater
Sunday,
and better Harding Coun
ver Saturday and
Mr. Hisler went to Dawson
Sunday returning Monday.
Jesse D . Wade
Mrs Sykes called on Mrs JVlc-ANNOUNCEMENT
Colpin Monday afternoon.
I herebv announce mvself a
Orval Robertson visited m so
canriiiTate for flonntv f!WV vf
lano last week.
Mrs Fausnueht returned to Harding County, subject to the prairie.
her home in Tucumcari Tuesday.
Mrs Cunninsrham visited her
daughter Tuesday afternoon Mrs
John Hepburn.
Mr and Mrs R. H. Smith re
turned Tuesday from Kansas
where they have been visiting
the past two weeks. Mr. Baca of
Mills looked after the store during their absence.
The Newton and Abbott ball
team played on the local diamond
Sunday, Abbott was defeated.
1

i

"

w
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IM-nor-

DO YOU SHAVE YOURSELF?

and the

Federal Reserve

War

late bereavement.
Miss Vay Johnson and brother
t Saturda visiting with
friends. Miss Johnson leaves Sept
1st for French where she will
have charge of the French schools for the coming term.

This is to announce that II .
M. Warner is a candidate for
sheriff of Hardin? Countv. N.M.
subject to the action of the Democratic County Convention. He
promises if nominated and elec
ted, that he will give the people
the best that is in him.
Adv.

day. A Dase oaii game win
played each afternoon and there
will be races and other amusements.. The business program will
ANNOUNCEMENT
be in the forenoon and in the eve
nings. We will tell you more ab- I have decided to become a out it each week.
candidate for the nomination or
Treasurer and Collector of HardHenry Fleiss of Mills was in
ing County, subject to the action Roy Tuesday and changed the da
of the Republican Convention. te on the S. A. to read 1923..
I want the office and any suppo- Thanks, Henry, call again.
rt given me will be appreciated.
That's all.
Mr. Roberts of Amarillo, TeFrank L. Schultz
xas was in Roy several days this,
week checking in the new manaANNOUNCEMENT
ger of the Roberts & Olver lumber Co., of this place. The new
manager Mr. Drinnon assumed
Treasurer and Collector of Hard-- ! his duties Tuesday morning. Mr
ing County, and in view of this Roberts left Wednesday for Taos
fact I announce mvself as a can- - and with his family will enjoy
subject to a few days in the cool breezes of
didate for the office
i
i
i
wMitloi ft
.
tne action oí tne uemocrauc u)-- , "1C ,uliW"B'
nvention. Any support given me
S. N. Gallegos and wife, Ray
will be greatly appreciated.
Busev
and wife are up in the
J. R. McKee
Taos country this week on a com
Abbott, N. M,
bined business and pleasure trip.
Texas-NeMexico Highway
Clyde Hooper and wife and
Association meeting at Roy N.M.
W. H. McCarger are spendMrs
September 25 and 26th.
ing their vacation around Santa
Fe and other points in the north
Mr. B. N. Walton and familv1 western part of
the state.
of Tonkawa. Okla are snendinc a
few days with their old frifeiids
Roy L. Freeman and family of
MONEY TO LOAN ON
of town. Mr Walton is mu- - PROVED FARMS AND RAN-c- h
impressed with the mesa and CHES; TERMS REASONABLE,
we would like to see him locate Write or call us.
'
Blakelv & Scott
permantly here for we believe he
is of the type of men that we ne- - Clayton National Bank Bid?.
ed here to help farm this virgin '
Clayton, New Mexico

-

Roy, New Mxico, Aug. 15
.The Democrats are promising
economy in office, a paramount
need at the present time.
Our platform should be
1. A business administration
2. A complete auditing system for every office in the
;

,;

If so, cerne in and look over ur stock

of Razors,

latest models of leading Safety Razors, both cheap and
high priced, also the good old style hollow ground
Razors. Then too, ycu will want

state.
3.

Full publicity of every ex

penditure and receipt for money in every county and state office, irrespective of its
size or importance.
When the state convention
meets, be ready by sending as
delegates men who stand for the
above tkree planks. See to it that
those delegates vote only for men
and women known for their integrity aad ability to give the
people of New Mexico what the
above platform means for the
next two years.
These are my sentiments.
J. Floersiieim,
i
County Chairman.
Democratic Central Committee.
(Political Advertisement
For Sale: Bundles of old news
papers at thi& office' a whole
armful for a dime. How many de

Shaving soap, shaving cream or powder
or perhaps a shaving brush, we have them all.
We also carry in stock a nice line of pocket knives,
scissors and other light cutlery.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
M. D. GIBBS, Prop.

.

..your .want?

:".
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i
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The Spanish American, Roy, Harding County, New Mexico.
TVirfr,,'V W!(il,,l

"!l'f.i,k4WM J

'Mis, WipCI5.

MILLS AND VICINITY
We are glad that the Gladstone correspondent had compassion for us and told us last week
that he was not poetically inclined Of course we are scrry that he
plants corn and raises thistles
but we think a lot more of him
for doing so than we would if he
paddled m our poetry. We hope
some time to build a fence around the poetry business with the
sign "Hands Off" -- upon every
post.
Rev. and Mrs James Fletcher
have been holding a revival meeting at Valley View since last

HURRY! HURRY!
Notice Mr. Farmer
Having an over supply of 2 inch Galvanized Pipe
and Galvanized well casing, I will sell for a short time
only
you know what cost means to you, without one cent of
profit.
Hurry as our supply of well casing and 2 inch pipe
will not last long
SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL OTHER WELL SUPPLIES
!

I ROY TIN SHOP,
i
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Albertson

took

her mother's place in the Wilson
Co office last week while Mrs.
Albertson was at home doing so-

iiujw wqipi.iniiinu,iMiuuii,i.i.".7gs
mu

Gafilásoir Sitar
-- of Extra Mileage

Thursday.

P.T.GIBSON,
i.nppwiwii.iin

Saturday August 19th, 1922

true every word of the news that's
IT is allaround
about Firestone mileage rec--

ords and the phenomenal sales that have
resulted.
Chances are you really haven't heard the
full story of the wonderful success of Firestone Cords. We'd like you to call and get
the actual facts. That is one sure way to.
make your next tire purchase a logical business buy. We'll explain the blending and
tempering of rubber double
g
and the
cure special Firestone

me sewing.
E. D. bartmess made a

trip to
Roy one day last week for casing
i or ma ii. loot wen wnich he has
just had drilled on his farm and
struck a vein ot water which
flows. two gallons per minute.
Felix Cordova of the Mesteni-t- o
neighborhood is building a
four room adobe house.
B. B. Shaw and R. B. Johnson
returned Sunday from Utaii where they have been to look at the
country. Mr Shaw tells us that
he saw some fine land but he
does not seem crazy to go back.
Fred Schultz of near Chico
was in Mills Tuesday, buying
lumber for a header box. He said
he has 230 acres of winter wheat
to cut which will average 10 bu
per acre.
W. E. Carter started his Combine this week on the Chas
ll
place.
The Breckenridge boys are
cutting spring wheat for A. J.

Insures
healthful
baking and
food of the
highest quality
at a moderate
price

Powder

Contains No Alum
The tlelictous appetizing quality of
cakes, biscuita and muffins made with
Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking Powder
will surprise you.
The famous Dr. Price Cook Book covers
the whole field of cookery includes
elpful directions for canning and
preserving. Jt's Free. Send for a copy
today.
Price Baking Powder Factory,
1001 Independence Boulevard, Chicago.
Note: Ask your grocer if he has any
cans left of Dr. Price's at the
special sale price recently offered.

Large
can
12
ounces
only

25c

gum-dippi-

air-ba-

processes,

The unusual mileage being made everywhere will
stir your ambition to reduce the operating coats of your
own car.
A call on us entails no obligation.
Get the records
divide the distances these CotH tre rovcHn by
Firestone prices. Tien you'll be convinced that Most
Miles per Dollar means what it 80711.
Drop in
Any Time :

Most Miles

per Dollar

FABRIC
CORD
30x3 Oldfield "999" . . S7.99 30x3S Seifnlsr Slie
3UXJ
Site
30x3H Oldftcld T99" . . 8.99
30x3
m.jLi
30x3X
10.63 33x5
No Tax

.

SU.45
14.65
29.15
37.70
B5

.

Wea-tiieri-

Payton.

A Mr Sewel and wife arrived
Friday from Texas for a visit
with the formers sister Mrs. H.
B. Marton and family, also the
parental Sewell home.
Francis Laverty is the- new
freight hustler at the depot.
The school board has let the
contract for stuccoing the school
house to E. F. Henry of Roy.
Elmer Spencer and family left
Saturday for Okla to reside. Mr

!

:

'CORDS.

GUM-B1PPE- D

Sold by

-

Baker '& Scheier,

Roy, N. Mex.

IIHHW,iJBiWi)llg

afna4'

until

Spencer sold his residence prope-

rty here to Francis Laverty for
the sum of $390.00

3

n

TIRE SPECIALS

G&JTires

32x3
32x4
33x4

i--

$12.00
$15.00
$17.50
Michelin Cords reduced
again. Selling now at
1-- 2

Mr and Mrs R. H. Smith

Arizona. We can imagine that he
knows how to sympathize with
the fellow who said "My kingdom for a horse !"
Mrs Helen Atwater returned

to Raton Friday after spending
a few days at the T. E. Siler home here and tíie W. O. Swaim

$12.75
EUY YOUR TIRES WHERE YO U GET

I

AIR

YOUR

home at Roy.
Miss Leona Porter has contra- ool

R. S. Wood Motor
Company

Driller and Contractor

for a visit with their parents.

Deep Holes a Specialty
Custom Plowing, Large Tracts

Abstracts Abstracts Abstracts
We have the osly complete tract index to the Hardkg
County Records.
We have an experienced abstracter m charge of our
i

'

.

'

,

We give our entire time and attention to the abstract

,

business. "'
Our abstracts are approved by all Joan companies oper-in-g
'
in Harding County.
We can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable
,

.

-

charge.'

....

t.

;

Harding County Abstract, Co.
- INCORPORATED AND BONDED
New Mexico:
!

'

Mosquero..

"

;s

'

;

'

'

'

'

I

'

'

,
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Rev. A. P. Price, an Evangelist of Sulphur, Okla, has been
holding a revival at the school
huse the past two weeks. The
lectures on the Past, Present and
future prophicies have been exceedingly fine and instructive,
the sermons have been deep and
worthy of consideration. Much in
terest has been manifested by
the people of this community and
many souls have been brought
to christ. Rev. Prise came to us
as a stranger, but has made many lasting friends during his
stay in this community.
Mrs. Mattie Nowlin and family
are enjoying a visit from her
mother from Missouri and her
daughter Mrs Rob't Kirby and
daughter of Denver. This is the
first time in eighteen years since Mrs Nowlin and her mother
have had the pleasure of béing

together.!

.

'

The Misses Coldiron and Mrs
Green of íhe PJéasant View com-

Look

We are just unloading a car of

FLOUR and FEEDS
Also a CAR of POTATOES
Below are some hard time prices we
t

are making

Homestead flour, by the hund- red pounds, priced per cwt. at

Q CJA
pOtOV

Bran $1.25 per hundred.
Shorts $1.65 per hundred.
Chicken feed $1.85 per cwt.
Corn chops $2.10
Colorado potatoes, by the
sack, per hundred pounds

$2.75:

sugar Sugar sugar

LIBERTY

ROY. NEW MEXICO- -

'

Look

district

R. L. Melton and family and
Elton Porter went to Raton, N.M
Sunday for a visit at the Ed Porter home. They returned Monday'
evening.
G. W. Reherd is doing some
kalsomining f or Mrs H. B. Albertson this week.
Two daughters of Mr and Mrs
R D. Purcell arrived Thursday
from near Woodward, Oklahoma

James J. Christman

business.

re--l

turned Tuesday morning from
Ford, Kansas where they have
been visiting and Mr Baca who
has been looking after the Abbot
store in their absence is again
seen in our village.
Francis Laverty has leased the
old post office property to Prof.
Yarbrough and family.
'
C. J. McClure left one day last
week for California, but the
trainmen went on a strike and
he is now parked near Phoenix,

Just when you need it the most
$8.75
Per 100 pound bag

Salt Salt Salt
No 2

íáin

Qr No. 4

Block
Sulphurized

sack stock salt
"

"

.Table Salt .25 pound bag

"

per sack
per Block

.95

"Bag

50

t

5.
i

i

Roy Trading Co

t

munity, worshipped at Liberty

last '.S jaíajr

.)-;-

,
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MONEY
to

LOAN

n,

Roy, H arding County, New Mexico,

J. R. MCKEE OF ABBOTT
NEW MEXICO LEADS
a vvniTVTrvo vtm rnr .
IN BIG DRIVE FOR
LECTOR AND TREASURER
LEGION MEMBERS

Saturday August 19th, 1922
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Long time
Low rate
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In this weeks Spanish AmeriIndianapolis, Ind., Aug. 15
can will be found the announce- New Mexico s American Legion
ment of J. R. McKee of Abbott with 22 per cent, is leading all
for the office of Collector and other states in the membership
This is the amusement
of this awful malady. They are not
Treasurer, subject to the action campaign which started off July
for amusements toicielK 2!
willing to
with anyone
doom
of
present
day
civilization
of the Democratic Convention.
who is trying to reform the amuse1st.
you are a careful reader u hi
ments now being used for the deThe results are up to July 26
Born in Hoosier State about 40
struction of society.
n
i
and
are
on
whi
to
based
came
the
cards
McKee
years ago, Mr
The Honorable William H.
New Mexico 12 years ago, first ch.have been received in the
the unstinted praise and
Or:.'
X
A
MI
locating at Roswell where he was American Iegion Weekly office.
support of all Christian people in
Georgia is second in the memhis efforts to clean the filthy screens
a representative of- the AssociaGreece and Rome
!,yRey.M.A.Matüim)
and wash out the cesspools- of moving toward the san
ted Press, and nine years ago bership drive with 19 per cent.
D.D.LX.D.
i
jam
ing picture studios.
increased populan.
The above dispatch undoubtly
AUTOCA9TLK
moved to Abbott, filed on a fine
facii
n't
the
extra
g
Every
woman in the
homestead and later opened up will arouse keen interest and sahe old people have become
make it possible
land ought to come to his support
mid'ile-a-'eon the subject; the
d
tisfaction all overt New Mexico,
cline.
The people mi
u na.a general store at that place.
and demand the closing of every
are intoxicated; and the youth
forgotten all about
;n ri
which has been the sceae of the
It is said a man must be a suc big
of the land are hopelessly cngulted. theatre whiih exhibits any picture
work and are enjiar't-cus
it
with an immoral subject or false
drive for membership in the
cess for himself to be a success
mad competition for pleasure. 1 nere Babies are born in the mad house coloring.
Legion.
di
The
drive
and
been
of
being
has
rocked
in
the
are
are
Jazi
people
more
commerholds
to
adage
trying
in office, and if this
If yon are not willing to support
cialize this tendency or mania for cradle of indecency.
true, we are sure that Mr McKee rected from headquarters of the
The amusement mania or pleas- men who are trying to cure the
amusement than ever before, and,
difLegion
Fe,
Santa
and
the
in
will be a successful man in office
for financial considerations they are ure insanity seems to have afflicted populace of their mad amusement
furnishing more kinds of amuse- eighty-fiv- e
per cent of the popula- insanity then yon should prepare the
for everyone knows that he ma- fereit posts have canvassed each
tion. They are today spending mil- funeral cortege for the wrecked
ments.
de good in his business career county to get members.
lions and millions of dollars for a bodies of your sons and daughters,
The Legion maks a vegonous
t Proprieties are being shattered, day
on the mesa.
of folly or a nightride of
principles
being
abandoned,
and
are
Help us to treat your malady, redrive each year for new mem
characters sacrificed in the mad
Mr McKee or "Mack" as we all bers, and the percentage announ
form your amusements, and direct
They do not seem to agree with the people in the road of sanity and'
rush to reach the Beach of Friknow him has a fine little fami- ced is based on membership of
volity and Pleasure.
anyone who is trying to cure them moral development.
ly.composed of his good wife and the Legion in each
state.
two bright children, the eldest a
Despite the fact that New MeRosson will be a student in the
xico is of vast area the fourth SCME GOOD ADVICE
Editors Schultz and Johnson
well Military Institute this win- in size in the union and much
FARMER
THE
FOR
and
Mrs Schultz and children we
ter. Mr Mc Kee in his younger of the state is sparsely settled,
in the county seat.
re
visitors
of
the
days was a representative
work to get members appeathe
eveIn
when
times
these hard
Associated Press and for years rs pretty effective.
ry!x)dy is doing all that they can
held some of the more important
Be sure and read every annouThe date or ending the drive to save every possible cent; it
offices in this great institution has not yet been
ncement
in this weeks paper and
announced.
has occured to me that maybe you will know who wants the vaas cashier and head bookkeeper
it would be agood thing to cull rious county offices A office that
and his long experience in this
hens
John Myers and family were oui all of the
work and his business career spe
is not worth announcing if it is
Roy
in
east
from
of
could
ranch
These
their
each
flock.
in
hens
daily fits him for the office he
not
worth seeking Let the people
Dates at this office.
Solano Monday on business.
be killed and canned for use on
is seeking.
know that you want an office
whole
tha table throughout the
He states that he is seeking
the S. A. is the best medium
year. In this way the feed that and
of
one
R.
McKee
Abbott,
J.
of
to tell the voters about it.
office
see
not
and
the
the office
are eating could be saved
king him ; he wants the office, the democratic candidates for they
feeding it to the other
and
by
town
county
in
was
Treasurer
wants the people to know that he
larger
hens
number of éggs
a
Hon. B. F. Brown and family
wants it, and intends to use his Saturday on busines.
obtained.
would
Another ad who have been on an extended Fancy
be
Comb : Extracted Honey
efforts to get it, knows that he
vantage of having these hens in
is capable of handling it and if
Dr. M. D. Gibbs and family the can that you do not have visit in Oklahoma returned to
For sale by the case
the people see fit to nominate took dinner with the Ernest An- to worryisabout killing a produ their Mosquero home last week.
and in 5 gal. cans
spending
week
home
a
at
and elect him, he will personally derson family in Mosquero last cer along in the winter when all After
they decided to continue on their Retailed by all
take charge of the office and Monday.
of the hens are laying and eggs trip to California where Mr BroLeading Grocers
conduct it in a manner satisfacare high. Therefore my advice is wn intends to look over his oil
Bees
and Queens
Italian
tory to the people of the whole
John E. Brockman, candidate
now is the time for culling interests.
county. That all deposits will for County Treasurer was a bu- that
your flock as it can be done with
be left in the banks of th coun- siness visitor in Roy the first of
more accuracy at this time ot
ty and that at all times he will the week.
WILL TRADE
P.O. Box
the year. '
Springer, New Mex.
consider himself a servant of the
Irrigated farms for good sized
of
women
number
a
the
If
people of Harding County and
P. L. Gunn who is working on
tracts of grazing land. What ha
ready to do that which will be the High School at Las Vegas of any one community would ca- ve you",
try
this project and will
the greatest benefit to the tax spent several days this week re to
R. E. Alldredge,
let me know about it ; I will mapayers of the county.
Roy, N. Mex.
with his family south of Roy.
ke arrangements to have a lady
In the naming of the nominees
counto
come
demonstrator
the
for the county offices, Mr McKee
Hog men Attention! I have
S. E. Pelphrey the Solano con-- ; ty and hold a number of meet- believes they should be chosen tractor went thru Roy Saturday ings. In this way" you would be Tankage for sale.
from all portions of the county enroute to French to spend a few .taking advantage of a right
F. S. Brown
that
and in as much as the extreme days with his family at that pla
yours in procurnng tne aid
is
northwestern part has no other ce.
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
advise of an experienced woman
Eighty acres of
FOR SALE
nominee seeking a place on the
DISC ROLLING
The demonstration need not be land lying one and three quartticket he feels that he should be
AT THE OLD STAND.
M. Hughes of Solano was in confined to the canning of chick- ers miles north of Solano. AddF.
given consideration
regarding
WITH.THE LIBERTY
town Saturday; we understand ens alone, the canning of fruits ress
his candidacy.
he will probably be a candi and vegetables could also be unthat
GARAGE
Mrs
. Martha Frank,
t
Personally we believe, Mr Mc- date for sheriff of Harding Co., dertaken,
119 Emerick r.treet,
Kee would make a good county on the Republican ticket.
Talk this over ladies and let
San Angelo, Texas.
Treasurer, and should the Demo
me know if you desire this help.
crats see fit to nominate him, we
R. L. Strong,
Murl Johnson who has been
SALE About 1,200 bushol
are sure he will add strength to
County Agricultural Agent. FOR
Raton
the
visiting
in
relatives
good
of
clean seed wheat, tests
exwill
the ticket and
utand an
past two weeks returned home
from 58 to 60 pounds per bushel.
cellent chance for election.
Monday. He reports the Roy boys
W. W. Gilstrap and family who
Cory, three miles north and
Political Advertisement. who are working working in Ra have been visiting relatives and J.C.
mile east of Mosquero.
ton are doing nice.
friends in Oklahoma, Arkansas C4Tp
Ivan (Riley) Johnson, amatuer
and Missouri the past month reI am a graduate from the
devil at the S.A. Office is spendA three inch rain fell west of turned home Friday evening.
ing this week with his grandmo- town Friday afternoon and was They report a nice trip and tell FOR SALE: Fordson tractor Missouri Auctioneering School.
and new John Deere three disc
ther, uncle and aunts at Raton. accompanied
I will assure you of service
by considerable us that the Essex Coach served engine plow; new fourteen disc
wind. Homer Holmes reports them taitnlully on the entire John Deere harrow, one new 3Vi that brings results.
Will be glad to cry your sale
Marjorie Roy has been spend- that a lot of fence was washed trip. Only one puncture and they wagon, three good Jersey cows,
ing the week with relatives in out and some damao-- done bv say the roads are tine all the one extra good three year old tnywhere at any time.
way. They visited the Wildman's
Dawson, her grandpa Andy Hern the wind.
bull. Will consider ter
near Noesho, and found them Holstein
accompanied her to that place
ns on engine and plow.
and will take his annual leave enAndres Trujillo a prominent doing nicely' in their Missouri
Call on or wiite to
joying life in the rockies and ta- ranch man of the Solano neigh home. Mr Gilstrap states that
Ira Thetford
Roy, New Mexico.
king a much needed rest.
borhood was a business visitor they all had a good rest and are at Wilson Co., Mill Office.
in Roy Monday. We tried to find back at the "Hello" office telMills, New Mexico
out
whether he was a candidate
McKee
29- J. W. Carter and J. R.
ling us the time of the day and
were business visitors in Roy the for a county office, but he told
news that a central family
other
not
was
did
and
flatly
that he
latter part of the week. While us
FOR SALE At a bargain,
supposed
to know.
expect
one.
to
are
not
be
were
pleasant callers
here they
section of good tilible land withUNDERTAKER
on the S.A. force. Mr McKee has
in 6 miles of town, with good
And
his announcement for. County
improvements.
If you are look
LICENSED
EMBALMER
Treasurer in this weeks paper.
pay
will
ing for a real buy, it
Full
line
Caskets
of
alwaysq on
you to look into this proposition.
nana, also suits and dresses.
Lawrence Kingsbury and wife
Inquire at the S A.
CaHs answered day or night
decided they could not keep houPhone No. 58
se with out the S.A. and as they
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Foster Blk.
expect to go to housekeeping in
Roy, N. Mex.
a few days they started off riDepartment of the Interior
ght by ordering the paper to
Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.
weekly visit their home at MosMexico.
quero.
July 12, 1922
NOTICE is hereby given that
Mrs. Grace McUei-laMrs W. R. Holmes and childof. Au3tin, Tex.,
ON REAL ESTATE
Leonore Laumbach, of Roy, Har-iin- g
ren went to Dawson last Saturis the new champion
who,
Mexico,
County,
New
woman pistol shot.
day where they will visit Mr Holn September 11th, 1918, made Rates Reasonable. ;
She won her title in
mes for a few days and probably
competition
Additional Homestead Entry, No Can Make Inspection
recent
Soon.
take up their residence there laat San Antonio,
J24571, for SW-NPhone or See,
Write,
ter. Bob has a good position at
where she scored
Section 31,
Sec. 80.,
272 hits out of a posthat place and will probably work
Township 18 N., Range 25 E, N.
She is
300.
sible
there until time to put out his
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
wearing the c
crops next spring.
and
NEW MEXICO.
pionship
of intention to make final Three MOSQUERO,
shooting a gota- to
claim
to
establish
Proof,
Year
automatic
plated with
Another heavy rain visited a
the land above described, before GARDNER S. CHAPIN, M. D-the
awarded
greater part of the mesa Friday
title.
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner
Physician and Surgeon
evening. About two inches fell
at his office at Roy, New Mexico
at Roy, and even more fell south
on the 22 day of August, 1922J GLADSTONE.1 NEW MEXICO.
of town and out in the Mitchell
Claimant names as witnesses:
community. Gladstone, and Kep-ha- rt
P. J. Laumbach .and Benancio
also report a good rain the
Madrid of Solano, New Mexico,
latter part of the week. The praiWANTED : A good farm hand.
and Dan Laumbach and Alejanries are putting on a verdant
dro Maestas of Roy; New Mex. ' one who tan handle a Fordson
green and the change that has
all kinds of farm wofk . '
H. H. Errett,
and.do
.
.
taken-plac- e
T..i.
the last week is !aK
at utneiiy t . "
V V
'"rvst unhlievcaUe.
ac-craz-

On improved
real-estat-

Spanish-America-

:irrv

Hays-deserve- s

.1

'

virtue-lovin-

,

-i

r-

Write to
or see

Schultz

j

moral-fatality-

&

Johnson
Roy, N. M.

GeoE. Cochrane
THE

AUCTIONEER

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior

J. S. Land Office at Clayton,
Hew Mexico.
July 12, 1922
NOTICE is hereby given that
Mary G. Laumbach, of Roy, Harding County, New Mex'co, who,
on September, 11, 1918, made
Additional Homestead Entry, No
i,
024570, for NE-SSWi4-SWiSec. 20.,
Section 29, Township 18
N, Range 25E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof,
ft establish claim to the land
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner at his
office at Roy, New Mexico, on
the 22nd day of August, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
P 3. Laumbach and Benancio
Madrid of Solano, New Mexico,
and Dan Laumbach and Alejandro Maestas of Roy, New Mex.
H. H. Errett,
W2-:SEi-

V,

NW;

4,

Register.

22- - 29- -

5-

-
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About a dozen new subscribers
have been added to the S. A. the
past week, makes us increase our
ready prints. This is the fifth
increase we have made in our
ready prints since taking over
ihe paper two years ago.
WANTED
Wanted a good second hand
binder; must be in good condition. Write me price and condition when answering this ad.
W. M. Jett, Star Route,
Taylor Springs, N. M.

J

,

Jack Stevenson and wife of
near Mills were in Roy on business Monday.

Mills, N. M.

non-produci- ng

FATJO'S HONEY

Fatjo Apiaries

General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work,

J. D. Wade,

AUCTIONEER

one-ha- lf

e

FOR SALE
300 bushel clean
Turkey Red seed wheat See

Fred Fluhman

Fairbank
Morse

B.R.Reeder

Col.

I. C. DODDS

Wearing Her Championship Belt

Pumping engine

$44 so

v

-

MONEY to LOAN

n,

Cylinders
Deep well pumping outfit
Gas pipe & fittings
Stock Tanks
Superior and Van Brunt
Grain Drills
Oliver & Emerson Tractor
and horse Plows
Wagons
Tin Shop Supplies
Well Casing

Safety Flues
Self Oiling and Roller
Bearing Windmills

BAUM BROS
- TIN SHOP

SW;

WM--NW1-

ham-be- lt

Remejio Lopez

:

1

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

CLIENT "SPILLED THE BEANS"
Altogether Too Truthful In Answering
Question Put to Him by His
Own Attorney.
"Were I giving advice to a young
lawyer," said an' attorney the other
day, "I would advise him to be careful
about placing his client on the stand.
It Is at least as well to know what
he is likely to answer to his attorney's
Some time ago,"
leading questions.
continued the lawyer, "a case was tried

Your Skin Is

Fragrant
and Smooth
So

in which the plaintiffs attorney certainly 'spilled the beans,' though actually it was a cargo of bread, rolls
and cake that was upset A baker's
wagon had been hit by a train In
spite of the 'Stop, Look, Listen' sign,
and the driver sued. On the stand
he was asked how he conducted himself when he came to the crossing,
and he replied: 'I Just trotted gently
across, looking the other way and
thinking about nothing in particular.'
The attorney threw up the case on
the spot, but It was really a lack of
foresight on his part," continued the
narrator.

Beautiful women know the
value of using rain water and
soap for their complex
Ímre Because of its purity, girls
today favor

COLGATE'S
Cashmere Bouquet Soap
v

The favorite perfumed soap
for three generations
Large ike, 2 jc Medium size, 10c
Luxurious Lasting
Refined

PUTTING MOTHER IN WRONG
Quick to Observe
That Might Enable Him to
Boy

Small

Point
Es-

cape Punishment

It was cherry time and Richard

A Presbyterian Next Time.
Little Mary Lou, aged six, had always been an ardent Methodist, but
was one day persuaded by a small
playmate to visit a Presbyterian Sunday school. She was enthralled by
the new surroundings and was especially infatuated with the charming
young teacher who so cordially Invited her to come again.
"I'd like to," said Mary Lou wistfully, "If I didn't have to go to my
own Sunday school. But do you
know, if I had my life to live over
again, I Just believe I'd be a Presbyterian." Kansas City Star.

In-

sisted on running out In the orchard
cherries. His
and eating the half-rip- e
mother told him how much better it
would be for every one If he only left
the cherries until they were ripe, so
She also
they could be enjoyed.
warned him she would punish him If
he went to the orchard again.
Soon she saw him pulling off the
green cherries and she went out and
cut a tiny switch from the tree. Richard saw her coming toward him,
switch In hand,, and the little lad said
to her earnestly:
"Mother, If you had only left that
switch on the tree Just think what a
fine big limb it would have been some
day 1" Exchange.

Testing Mother's Sympathy.
"Mother," said little George, "don't
you feel sorry for that poor little
dog? He looks hungry."
"Yes," said his mother, "get him
a plate of food."
After George had fed him he said:
"Mother, do you feel sorry enough to
let him stay all night?"

Don't Kill Bullsnakes.
e
Kansas farmers find that a
In an alfalfa field Is worth at
least $2.50 a month, says the Scientific American, for an acre harbors,
on an average, six gophers, which
damage the crop to that extent. One
adult bullsnake keeps an acre free of
the pests. The bullsnake is harmless,
Every week In London It Is esti feeds also on rats and mice around
mated that articles to the value of barn or granary, and deserves the protection of the farmer.
$1,000,000 are pawned.
bull-snak-
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The
Utility

m&t
:

Coupe

jlj

BuiltEspeciallyforBusyMen

$680

f. o. b.

Flint,
Mich.

New Mexico
and Arizona

-

The $35,000 bonds voted on at (the
special election held at Wlllard, N. M.,
for the erection of a new school building, carried by a large majority.
The $50,000 sewerage bond Issue,
voted at a special election at Artesla,
N. M., some time ago, has been sold to
the International Trust Company of
Denver, Colo.
Mrs. Maud Lenfesty has been Installed as acting postmistress of the

office at Farmlngton, taking the place
of Mrs. Ella B; Taylor, who has held
the position for the past eight years.
Thomas Fulcher and Sid Fulcher,
his son, were both placed under arrest
recently by federal officers, charged
with the robbery of the El Paso &
Southwestern train near Clifton, Arlt,
last May.
According to the report of the biological survey, nearly a quarter of a
million dollars has been saved for the
stock growers of New Mexico during
the past year by the killing of the predatory animals.
The Vaughn News has recently Installed a new electric lighting plant
and is now operating all Its machinery
by electricity. The new camp ground
is also being lighted by this plant,
which is a big improvement
of JasGuadalupe Ortiz,
n
merchant of
per Ortiz,
Tres Piedras, N. M., killed his wife
and then shot himself dead with a
revolver. The motive for the
double tragedy has not been ascertained.
Another chapter was added to a
Texas feud of long standing when J.
W. Anderson and W. W. Chraein met
In the court house at Phoenix. Chraein, unarmed, was wounded twice when
Anderson opened flreon him with a
shotgun.
Mrs. George J. White, widow of the
sheriff of Santa Cruz county, Arizona,
who recently was killed In an automobile accident while taking Manuel Martinez and Placido Silvas, convicted
murderers, to the state penitentiary,
tyis announced her candidacy for the
Republican nomination for county superintendent of schools.
Opposition to the extension of the
r
period for fixing the valuation of mining property In Arizona was
voiced at the tax conference held In
Blsbee recently, when J. S. Dull, statistician, charged that the commission
was arbitrarily extending the five-yeperiod In order to continue to use the
1916 production fixing values.
Production of copper at the International smelter will reach a total of
about 17,500,000 pounds for the month
of July, according to Supt L. O. Howard. This is the average monthly output of the smelter since resumption of
operations five months ago. The last
of the huge pile of surplus copper at
the plant was shipped two months ago.
Federal aid In developing the Black
Mesa coal field north of Holbrook Is
being urged by the Holbrook Chamber
of Commerce, which states that
15,000,000,000 tons of coal
will be available through development
of the field. The coal Is said to be
Hopl
a good quality
and Navajo Indians are available as

low-price-

d,

It also possesses distinct advantages for salesmen, business men,

suburban residents and those who need a car for every day uso
providing protection against all kinds of weather.
Fisher body with
The Chevrolet Utility Coupé has a
plate
glass windows;
upholstery;
whipcord
gray
black finish;
double ventilating windshield, sun visor and extra wide doors.
high-grad- e,

Under the rear deck is a compartment approximately twice as
large as those usually found on coupés.

Comparisons Sell Chevrolet
Standard Rear Axle Construction.
Strong, Quiet Spiral Bevel Geara.

Standard Transmission

three

Speeds forward and on ravers.

toot
service brake, hand emergency brake.
Standard Electrical Syatem Staler, storage battary, electric lights.
Standard Cooling Syatem pumpcir-culatio- n,
radiator
large, honey-com- b
and fan.
Standard Doors two on roadster
coupe, and light delivery, four on
touring and Milan.
Standard Instrument Board speed- -

Standard Braking System

ometer, ammeter, oil pressure gauge,

lighting and starting switch, and
choke pull.

Standard Type of Carburetor, witi,
exhaust heater.

Powerful,

Valve-In-Hea-

d

Motor"

the same type as used in successful
cars selling at much higher prices.

Demountable Rima with extra rim.
Many Other Advantages which wilt
be noticed on inspection, comparison
and demonstration.

Investigate the Difference
Before You Buy

Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan
Division of General Motor Corporation

World's

Lrit Mann,

Low. Priced
ncturcr ofAutomobile
QUALITY

There are 5,000 Che olet
Dealer! and Service St dons

Throughout the World

and Parts Depots Wanted
Dealers
territory not adequately covered. Addrete
in all

Chevrolet Motor Company
1833 Wazea Street. Denver. Colorado
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Special Care of Baby
That Baby 6hould have a bed of Its own all are agreed. Yet it
than to use
is more reasonable for an infant to sleep with grown-up- s
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned. Neither would),
be tolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
Tour Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
'
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
of
giving
moment,
you
then,
think
Could
a
food.
for
improper
by
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. Bo Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had fsom the use of medicines primarily,'
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MOTHERS SHOULD READ THE BOOKLET THAT IS AROUND EVERY BOTTLE OF FLETCHER'S
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Insures Fresh Charm to Old Shawls
PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

'Twas Ever Thus,,
a party of tourists motored
through the eastern part of Greencas-tl- e
recently, a small car, loaded with
five youngsters, slipped up behind, the
Indianapolis News reports. As the
smaller car was forging ahead one of
the boys lit a giant cannon cracker
and tossed ft beiiind the big car. It
went off with a loud report. There
was a screeching of brakes as the big
cor came to a halt, and the tourists
piled out to hunt for the blowouts.
The youngsters passed merrily on.

dyes or tints as you wish

As

F illMííflsr

Cuticura for Sore Hands.
Soak hands on retiring In the hot suds
of Cuticura Soap, dry and rub In Cusurplus
Remove
ticura Ointment.
Ointment with tissue paper. This is
only one of the things Cuticura will do
If Soap, Ointment and Talcum are used
for all toilet purposes. Advertisement

Contemporary Corrected.
From Fashionable Dress "When
the gay Bard of Avon fondly Inquired
'What Is so rare as a day in June?
he was probably thinking of the
smiles and tears and tenderness of
the wedding day."
Not at all, brother, not at all I He
"That's a
probably thinking:
was.
Even.
Making h
thought of
Spain has adopted a special tax on mighty good line. Wish Td
Boston Tranbachelors. If they really want to even It before Lowell did."
things up, what they ought to do is script.
take the bachelors' pay envelopes and
Breaking It Gently.
leave them three dollars a week for
"Maud's pet dog has been run over;
lunches and car fare.
she'll be heartbroken."
"Don't tell her abruptly."
An active mind probably gets its
"No, I'll begin by saying It's her
There
politics.
occupation
in
fullest
Boston Transcript
husband."
ari no idle moments.

A Hard

Lot

said the sauve agent, .!
have here a book that will tell yoa
hours a day"
how to live twenty-fou- r
said the
"I haven't any use for
hard-face- d
matron. "With a
husband and six children to sup-- s
port by running a boarding house, rm
hours a
already living twenty-fou- r
day. What I need Is a season pass to
a movie house and a chance to use
"Madam,"

if

it"
Frequently Wives Dont
"I am another man since I got married," exclaimed the happy benedict
"And does your wife love that othef
man?" asked a cynical friend. Boston Transcript.

labor.

Praise for the proposed Glenn Canon
damsite was voiced by Governor Campbell on his return from a trip of inspection as a guest of the Coconino
county board of supervisors. Congressman Carl Hayden and State Wa-

ter

Here is a new closed car built especially for utility purposes in
city or country driving.
economFarmers and ranchers have long wanted a
completely
durability
great
and
quality
of
better
ical, closed car
equipped with all the essentials of modern motoring.
Chevrolet Utility Coupe satisfies this need in every particular.

--
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From All Over

ar

JorJeonomical Transportation

Children Cry For

Southwest News

Commissioner

Every time you buy and use cheap and
big can baking powder that does not
give satisfaction you have increased
the cost of your bakings many times?

W. S. Norvlel also

were members of the party of eighteen
who made the journey to Glenn Cañón
on the Colorado river.
Alvaro Obregon, president of Mexico, has honored the Social Glub de
Agua Prieta by the gift of an autobearing hearty
graphed photograph
good wishes for the success of the
club. The directors are greatly pleased
with his gift, which was placed In the
hands of Secretary D. C. O'Nell by
Roberto Pesquiera, who brought It
from Mexico City.
Road excavation work by the Verde
Jerome Copper Company recently uncovered a hitherto unsuspected ledge
which came to the surface, with the
exception of dirt overburden, close by
the shaft. The ledge, ten feet wide
were exposed, carries black manganese, copper in the form of malachite,
and gold. Massive black manganese
Is unknown elsewhere In the district.
Herman Dietrich, bridge toll collector for the street railway company at
El Paso, Is reported missing. Dietrich
had been stationed on the bridge over
which Mexican immigrants pass and
was collecting the head tax of $8 on
aliens entering the country by street
car. He started for the company's office with between $1,000 and $2,400 but

never reached there. It is feared that
he was waylaid.
Contractor Heatler has Just completed a large addition to the Hollen
house at Lordsburg, which makes the
big hostelry one of the best of its kind
In the Southwest.
While the building
Is not as large as many, the rooms
equal those of some of the finest hotels In the country.
John Kohlen, who Is Installing a
mill at the Alto mine in Ash
Canon, stated that the company has
now decided to add ten more stamps
to the mill basing their actions on new
and larger ore bodies opened there
during recent development
ten-stam-p
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ways successful bakings.
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Millions of

You may get
more quantity
for your money

but quality
means pure,
sweet and al-

(PSD MBSIEIM

housewives buy

CAlüMtf

EZCT BY TEST

and use Calumet because
they know that
it is the best
leavener at the
lowest price.

The World's Greatest Balling Powder
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Saturday August 19th, 1922

Roy, Harding County, Nc r Mexico.
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Dinners

467
468
Mrs. E. B.Farley 468
469
J.C.Hester
Pete Garzina
Elmer Bebout

Q f?
lj

PRIZE

BARS

2nd
2nd

17
17
17
15
15

3rd

20

1st
1st

1st

GRO.'(Y)
PAXTON
M.
"the

O.

the
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to State

Miss Irene Brashears who has
been spending a few days at the
Crowe home in Almogordo returned home Thursday afternoon.

Convention

Mr. Sam Strong made a business trip to Liberal, Kansas this
Pursuant to a call from Chair week. While there he will purcman George H. Hunker, of the hase a car of seed wheat for the
Jtate Democratic Central Com- - Floersheim Mercantile Co., of
.nittee, for a State Convention to this place.
)e

at Albuquerque,

held

f hursday August

N.M. on
31st, 1922, for

i

,e .

r '..V

Mr. F. W. Oen, who has been
:he purpose of naming the De-C. II. GAR NET.
spending
a few days on the mesa
.nocratic Delegates for United
looking
Auctioneer
visiting
and
friends
after
States Senator, Congressman-a- t
New Mexico.
Mills,
he
some
business
interests
that
arge, and all State Officers, of
12 years experience selling for
still has here, returned to Colo;he State of New Mexico.
Now. therefore, I, J. Floersheim rado Springs where he intends the best farmers and breeders in
Chairman of the Harding Coun to spend a few days before retur three states, 8 years a breeder of
Shorthorn cattle and Poland Chity Central Committee, do here- nig to his home in Ohio;
hogs. Padegrees understood.
na
by issue a call for a County Congo anywhere to conduct-largWill
One
.
Superior
.FOR
SALE:
vention to- be held at Mosquero,
or
small sales.
New Mexico, on Tuesday, Aug 12 Disc Wheat Drill in A No l
Write,
Wire
or Phone at my exust 22nd, 1922, at 10.30 A.M. for condition. Will consider a trade
pense
dates, terms'
for
hogs.
defor
or
cattle
the purpose of naming eight
reasonable.
M. N.Baker, Roy, N-leates to said State Convention
to be held at Albuquerque, N.M.
Prof. Hendricks and family
on August 31st, 1922, and to tran WAKE UP: I remove warts,
sact such other business as may jmoles and scars without any pain were in town from their home in
Springer Tuesday .
come before the Convention.
whatsoever. Make me prove it.
should
Chairmen
All Precinct
Prices very reasonable. Beecher
hold their precinct caucauses AT Bohanan.
Chester Scott, wife and baby
ONCE.
of San Jon are spending a few
The ratio of choosing delega
days with Mr Scott's parents,
FOR SALE
CHEAP
One
tes will be one delegate for each
Mr
and Mrs J. W. Scott of north
fifteen votes cast for R. H. Han-n- a Ford Truck. In Al Condition;
of town. This is Mr and Mrs ScoS.
E.
Paxton
for Governor in the election
tt's first visit here for nearly
of 1920.
two years. Mr Scott is casheir
Alvin Lusk of Mills was in of the San Jon State Bank
This ratio will give the pre
cincts of Harding County the fol- town on business the first of the one of the Roy boys that is malowing delegates:
week.
king good.
Precinct Delegates
No.
4
1
Mosquero
7"
4
Solano
2
21
Roy
3
6
4
Mills
-:- -

-:-

e

-

.

2
Kephart
5
2
Dehaven
6
7 Mesa (old Bradley 2
1
8
Albert
1
David
9
2
Old Rosebud
10
1
11 Lower Mosquero
3
Gallegos
12
1
Bryantine
13
4
Logan
14
2
Rosebud
15
3
Cone
16
- Abbott
4
17
'
Bueyei-05
18
4
19
Sabino

JUST RECEIVED
A carload of

"Foremost"
Fancy Short Patent
All that the name implies

72
Total delegates
.s
Respectfully Submitted,
J. Floersheim, Chairman
Harding County
Central Commitee.

Pratt Mills
As good as the best, belter
than most

W, R. Copien,
Secretary.

Sam Bland and wife moved

ANNOUNCED
Hary Chambers 467

--

We can make you a good introductory offer on it. See

in-

to the Ames property in the west
part of town last Monday.

Ot the soap contest just closed
at our store are herewith

GUESSED
NAME
C. F. Morris
467

i GOmV
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KNOW ALL

CALL FOR HARDING
COUNTY DEMOCRATIC
CONVENTION

Attest:

TOE

I

it'

t

Court Clerk $500.00; County Co- GEORGE B. SPIVEY
mmissioners $300.00; Probate ANNOUNCES FOR SHERIFF
Mrs. Minor, President of the Judge $300.00; County School
Daughters of the American Re- Sup't $1400.00; also the sheriff
It is with great deal of pleavolution, said recently in her ad- is allowed $500.00 subject to the sure that we announce the candress to the women of Washing- approval of the County
didacy of our efficient sheriff,
ton, "Our democracy is threateGeorge Spivey for
ned by a great danger the slacsubject to the action of the Reker vote, both male and female." REPUBLICANS NAME
publican County Convention.
PLACE FOR STATE
"The last census shows that
Mr. Spivey was appointed sheCONVENTION
out of fifty four million voters,
by Governor Mechem last
riff
in the United States, over thirty
a year ago upon the creaJune
leadership
of
seven million did not cast their
Under the able
of
tion
the new county and has
the
of
Phillips,
vote."
Chairman
O. L.
office with credit not
filled
the
"Is it any wonder politics are Republican State Central Comparty but the whole
only
to
his
corrupt; that selfish, cowardly mittee,, state headquarters have
men are in office, who do not da- been established in Albuquerque of Harding County. He has
his duties fearlessly and
re to do the right thing?"
and announcement is made that
and under his admiimpartially
be
will
state-widcampaign
e
'This political fear in high a
County has
Harding
places is the curse of our country shortly initiated in the interest nistration
place
the front
in
taken
her
and whose fault is it ? The fault of the party.
counMexico
New
the
of
ranks
is every man and woman who George Lougee of Albuquerque
goefficiently
and
well
ties as a
fails to vote."
for many years active in the in- verned county and law abiding
"Another danger is the slac- terest of the republican party,
community.
ker home."
has been selected as the secreta"The home is woman's distinct ry and R. C. Bangs, formerly of He has been a resident of New
sphere but this sphere is not Washington, D. C, and an expe- Mexico for the past 6 or 7 years,
bounded by four walls. It reach- rienced news paper man will be and owns a fine homestead near
es out to everything that effects in charge of the publicity work. the foot of the David Hill where
her children, to better schools,
Mr. Bangs states that the pre he haa been engaged in the farto better movies, cleaner amuse- sent administration both natio ming and stockraising business
ments, modest dress and better nal and state has been one of for the past several years. When
discipline for the child, both at honor, one of which every loyal he was appointed sheriff he mohome and at school.
citizen can be proud, one which ved to Mosquero and erected a
shoul"Women have on their
statistically will present a record beautiful home and has lived at
ders the making of better citi- of true accomplishment, unparal- - the county seat, personally look-ni- g
after the office.
zens and nó less the making of led in history.
government.
Any
woman
better
The campaign of state head- - Mr. Spivey's friends are numwho is indifferent to her vote quarters, says Mr. Bangs, will be bered only by the number of his
fails her home, her children, her waged strictly along educational acquaintances and his fairness
husband."
lines, di"ceminating facts in con- and impartially-ithe dischargTo the Democrats of Harding nection with every state depart- ing of the duties are acknowled
County, I again ask you to get ment, teaching our people that ged by those who have been so
out the women vote, see that ne ver before since statehood, ha unfortunate as to have fallen inthey register and vote.
ve these departments been con to the trials of the law.
J. Floersheim,
ducted more efficiently ; more m As a candidate for
County Chairman.
he will go into the convention
the interest of our people. '
Democratic Central Committee.
with a number of instructed de
Political Advertisement
Mr. Harry. Redd is taking his legates from different parts of
annual vacation and is spending the county, which will make him
VERY IMPORTANT NEWS
a portion of the time with rela- a strong contender for the
tives in Oklahoma.
The information has just been
Mr. Spivey is a man well fitted
received that the State Tax ComMiss Martina Sena was called for the office, has made good the
mission has reduced the valua- to Albuquerque last week on ac- past term and is entitled to the
tion on real and personal prop- count of the sickness of a bro- nomination for his name on the
erty to such an extent that this ther at that place.
ticket will add strength to his
county will drop to a fourth class
party and will add materially to
county, which means a reduction
y the election of the entire RepuMessrs Leslie and James
in the salaries of the county
and a Mr Schillings of Sedan blican ticket. A vote for Mr.
officers as follows; Assessor. arrived in Roy Wednesday eve-ni- Spivey means a vote for a better
Treasurer, County Clerk and
will spend a few days and greater Harding County.
Sheriff to $1750.00; District on the mesa.
(Political Advertisement)
vf
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DONT BE A SLACKER
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NOTICE
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN :
All parties owing me notes gi:
ven at my sale, must settle same
at the first National Bank on or
before September 1st, or same
will be placed in the hands of an
attorney for collection.
T.L. Courtney, Roy, N.M

Ira Bernstorf
At Mesa

Elevator

Also all kinds of Mill feed

Their Job To Keep Our Home Fires Burning
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Here arc the men who ?.re to try to keep us all supplied m coal this, winter. Thev are ntlu-prnf ( nal
Emergency Commission, created by President Harding. These men each have full auihoritv in their resnec-tive districts, Front row, left to right, shows Clyde B. Aitchison, Commissioner; John C. Roth, Director
Bureau of gtn ice; E. H. De Groot, Jr., Assistant Director; and F. C. Smith, Chief Inspector. Second Row;
J. B. Ford, Binniiifham, Aid.; B; S. Robertson. Bluefiild, V. Va.; C. C. Semplc hiiitington, W. Va.; C. S.
Reynolds,
noxviüf, Tcnn.; H. M, Priest, ..oisville,- - Ky.; W, L. Barry, tortor Va.; and S. J. Mayhood,
"
Thurmt ud, VV. Yt.
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